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Baltimore, the charm city, has unfortunately 
been more of a bad luck charm with our annual 
convention than a good luck charm. I hope that if 
we decide to return to Baltimore in the future, we 
can employ the old adage “third time’s a charm!”
The Merriam Webster dictionary defines the 
word surreal as “very strange or unusual; 
having the quality of a dream.” Well, in my 
career, I have had several surreal events, and 
many of them have to do with Baltimore and 
our show. I recall quite vividly on Sept. 11, 2001, 
receiving a call from Tom Orihel, FDHI, then 
president of DHI, asking me to turn on the news. 
Within moments, the majority of my staff was 
in my office watching 9/11 unfold in front of our 
eyes. Our show was the following month, and 
I remember thinking that I had been involved 
in many decisions in my career but none of 
that magnitude. Should we cancel? Fortunately, 
because our show was not until the following 
month, we decided to continue with the event. 
Then, while in Baltimore, on Sunday, Oct. 7, 
our show decorator pulled me out of a Board 
meeting with the Foundation to inform me that 
the United States had just bombed Afghanistan, 
and he wanted to know how to proceed, as the 
show was open and the floor was busy. That 
was another surreal moment. We completed the 
show with only a small decline in attendance. 
Fourteen years passed, and once again, I was 
in Baltimore experiencing another surreal 
moment. Unfortunately, this moment ended in 
a disappointing cancellation of our show. On 
Saturday, April 25, I watched on television as 
the city of Baltimore erupted with protestors. 
DHI President Barry Shovlin had checked into 
the hotel with his family and had tried to go out 
to dinner. Within moments, Barry communi-
cated that his taxi could not advance more than 
a block before it was surrounded by protestors. 
Feeling unsafe, Barry and his family exited the 
cab and returned to the hotel. At that moment, 

I had that funny feeling that there was going  
to be another surreal moment in my career. 
Sunday morning arrived, and I was at my laptop 
at 5 a.m., laying out plans for the management 
team and leadership. It was going to be a busy 
day, and I wanted to get a jump on what was 
potentially unfolding in Baltimore. Contacting 
city leaders from the bureau, convention center, 
mayor’s office and police department were all 
action items on my list. Sounding surreal yet?
After completing those contacts and conducting 
multiple conference calls with the management 
team and the DHI Board of Governors, we 
were in a “waiting” period for the remainder 
of Sunday. By evening, I had started to receive 
numerous text and emails from members, friends 
in the industry and association colleagues. We 
finished our first public statement for the industry 
after midnight to be released early Monday. 
My wife and I arrived in Baltimore, and the DHI 
management team immediately had lunch with 
city officials to find out what was transpiring in 
the city. We learned of a potential problem with 
protestors scheduled for 3 p.m. We decided to see 
how that played out before reaching a final deci-
sion. Once again, we were waiting. The DHI man-
agement team and DHI president gathered around 
a table in my room, which seemed to have become 
a war room. It was now very surreal! The situation 
quickly deteriorated, and you know the rest of the 
story: we canceled the show after officials declared 
the city in a state of emergency and sent for the 
National Guard. Suffice it to say that it stayed 
surreal until I left the city Wednesday afternoon. 
It was strange watching the National Guard in 
the downtown area. Camden Yards was empty! 
One final thought: The outpouring of support 
for our decision, the concern for our staff’s 
safety, and the questions of the impact of such 
a decision on the organization have been over-
whelming. This industry pulls together in a way 
that captures the spirit of what built this country, 
and I am truly grateful to work for DHI! 

reflections on Baltimore
By Jerry Heppes sr., cae
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Faces

DHi MeMBer since: 2008

occupation: Architectural Representative for the 
Hager Companies, St. Louis, Mo.

cHilDHooD aMBition: I wanted to be a flight 
attendant. I thought it would be so much fun to travel 
around the world. 

First JoB: My first job was at Weather Vane, the local 
ice cream stand, when I was in high school. It was busy, 
but I loved seeing all of the people, and of course, 
everyone is really nice when they’re getting ice cream!

wHat leD you to our inDustry? I married into a 
family-owned overhead door company, which eventually 
branched out into hollow metal and hardware. I began 
in estimating and then moved into project management. 
By that time, I was hooked, and after the family made the 
decision to close the business, I continued in the industry 
working for Henges Associates, a local distributor. While 
at Henges, I was fortunate to establish many professional 
relationships that I treasure to this day.

prouDest proFessional MoMent: I feel proud 
every time I see a plot of dirt transformed into a beau-
tiful, sustainable building, knowing that I contributed  
to the process.

BiGGest cHallenGe: Mastering my fear of public 
speaking. It was terrifying at first. However, with  
practice, preparation and knowledge come confidence. 

Guilty pleasure: Photography. I love beautiful land-
scapes. It isn’t uncommon for me to grab my camera 
at 6 a.m. to capture a beautiful sunrise or to spend my 
lunch hour walking around the St. Louis Arch grounds 
clicking away on a beautiful fall day. 

FaVorite Book/MoVie: When I don’t have my nose  
in a design magazine or an architectural digest, I like 
sappy reads like The Time Traveler’s Wife by Audrey 
Niffenegger. My favorite move is It’s a Wonderful Life, the 
original in black and white. I watch it every Christmas.

Mentor/Hero: I have had the pleasure of working 
with so many wonderful, knowledgeable people that 
it’s hard to limit it to one person. However, most of the 
credit would have to go to Richard Simon, AHC/CDC. 
The knowledge I gained from him was invaluable. 

Best aDVice you eVer receiVeD: Never burn 
bridges, and never badmouth your competition. 
Positive people attract positive results.

Best aDVice you neVer receiVeD: If you want 
something, don’t be afraid to ask. You may just get it, 
and if not, you’re no worse off than you were before.

How Has your inVolVeMent witH DHi supporteD 
your career Goals? DHI is a wonderful resource. 
I take advantage of the many webinars, as well as local 
educational programs. The conventions also provide for 
many educational and networking opportunities. 

Sheryl Simon, CSI, CDT
HAGER CoMPANIES

Do you know a DHI member  
you would like to nominate  
to be spotlighted in Faces?
Submit your nominations to Paige Purdum  
at ppurdum@dhi.org, and we’ll take  
care of the rest!
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with more than 11,000 rooms, 860 
patient beds and 29 wards, Western 
State Hospital is the largest psychiatric 
care facility in the Pacific Northwest. 
Established in 1871 as the Insane 
Asylum of Washington Territory and 
renamed as Western State in 1889, the 
facility is operated by the Washington 
Department of Social and Health 
Services (DSHS). 
As one of more than 20,500 accred-
ited hospitals in the United States, 
Western State Hospital strives to 
maintain and exceed the rigorous 
standards set forth by the Joint 
Commission—formerly the Joint 
Commission on the Accreditation 
of Healthcare Organizations—for 
providing safe and effective care 
of the highest caliber and value. In 
accordance with Joint Commission 
Standard EC.02.01.01, hospitals must 

WESTERN STATE  
HOSPITAL INSTALLATION
Facility-wide ligature-resistant initiative ensures patient safety

By tamera cook

stanley's patient safety lever 
features a patent-pending 
design that meets the intent 
of the americans with 
Disabilities act by eliminating 
the operational “pinch and 
grasp” motion. the new 
ligature-resistant designs 
enhance patient safety.
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Security Doors

See what’s possible
www.KriegerProducts.com
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to Krieger Specialty Products 
to develop custom doors and 
window which achieve UFC 

standards and comply with the 
National Historic Preservation 
Act. If your projects requires 

blast, bullet, SCIF/Tempest or 
radio frequency shielding, call 

on Krieger to create a door that 
matches the historic design 

and is engineered for today’s 
security ratings.

SCIF/Tempest Doors

MIL-SAMIT 
Part 1 & 2 Doors

.30 cal 7.62 NATO M80 or AP
UL-752 NIJ

ATFP Blast Doors

Historic Preservation 
and UFC Security 

Standards in One Door

take “action to minimize or eliminate 
identified safety and security risks in 
the physical environment,” including 
the identification of any potential 
safety hazards to patients. 
Due to past incidents with patients 
and safety concerns inherent to 
the nature of behavioral healthcare 
facilities, Western State Hospital 
complied with the Joint Commission’s 
recommendations to cultivate facili-
ty-wide ligature-resistant programs 
that would further ensure the safety 
and security of patients by inhibiting 
any tendencies to self-harm. Although 
the Joint Commission standards do 
not mandate the type of locksets and 
door closers to be used in behavioral 
care facilities, Western State wanted 
to ensure that all patient wards were 
equipped with the latest preventative 
solutions to maintain patient safety. 
Behavioral healthcare solutions and 
hardware are relatively new to the 
security field, but they are of signif-
icant importance to the patients that 
they serve to protect. For hospitals 
like Western State, these solutions 
can make a tremendous difference in 
patient safety and overall facility secu-
rity. Recognizing the lack of solutions 
available to behavioral healthcare 
facilities, STANLEY Security devel-
oped an entire portfolio of products 
specifically tailored to meet the needs 
of these facilities and to help create 
environments that can keep patients 
safe from self-inflicted harm. 

“This is still a growing and necessary 
field,” says Tim Mount, Carpenter 
Lead for Western State Hospital. 
“There really wasn’t anything like this 
on the market at the time. We’d heard 
of this type of ligature-resistant hard-
ware being deployed at VA hospitals 
prior to this, and STANLEY delivered 
a quality product we could trust.”

Upgrading Patient Safety
As part of a widespread ligature- 
resistant initiative launched throughout 
the hospital, Western State focused 
specifically on the doors and closers 
for all rooms with patient access. 
When first evaluating the necessary 
upgrades to be completed at the hospi-
tal, STANLEY Security installation ex-
perts surveyed each of Western State’s 
11,060 rooms to determine precisely 
which locks would best accommodate 
the hospital’s needs. Ultimately, they 
recommended the BEST 30H and 40H 
Mortise Mechanical Locksets for areas 
accessible to staff, patrons and visi-
tors, and the new STANLEY Patient 
Safety Lever (SPSL) from the compa-
ny’s Behavioral Healthcare Solutions 
product portfolio to best accommo-
date rooms specifically designated for 
patient access. 
With a patent-pending design that 
meets the intent of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) by 
eliminating the operational “pinch 
and grasp” motion, as well as new 
ligature-resistant designs, the SPSL 

Behavioral healthcare solutions and hardware are 
relatively new to the security field, but they are of 
significant importance to the patients that they 
serve to protect. For hospitals like Western State, 
these solutions can make a tremendous difference 
in patient safety and overall facility security. 
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provides Western State Hospital with the reliable 
performance and security found with the tradi-
tional Best Access Systems products. 
“SPSL is a fairly new concept, and [STANLEY] 
was right at the forefront of that, which is always 
encouraging when you’re considering a security 
company,” says Mount. “It required a lot of confi-
dence in the company to complete this project…to 
be able to protect some very vulnerable individu-
als: our patients. And they didn’t let us down.”
“They had the best quality product,” says 
Darlene Stevens, Facilities Locksmith for 
Western State Hospital. “We’d heard about other 
products that were similar and that they had had 
issues. STANLEY was able to provide us with a 
reliable product, and they made everything hap-
pen in a timely manner that would completely 
meet our needs as well.” 
In compliance with this initiative, door closers 
throughout the hospital also required replace-
ment, with all moveable pieces and arms having 
to be moved to the hallways in all rooms and 
patient access areas so that patients could not 
access them to potentially harm themselves. 
Although STANLEY did not offer door closers 
that had the requisite capability to link to the 
hospital’s fire system at the time of the installa-
tion, the company provided Western State with 
the recommendation for another trusted manu-
facturer to suit the hospital’s needs. 
Overall, approximately 1,200 SPSL and 30/40H 
mortise locksets were implemented in all pa-
tient-access areas, including bedrooms, bath-
rooms, classrooms, arts centers, gyms, patient 
treatment malls and more. Understanding the 
delicate nature of adapting the installation 
process to be completed on active wards without 
any major disruption, the entire installation and 
implementation process was completed at the 
facility within a six-month timeframe in 2013.

Putting the Locksets to the Test
Since the installation’s completion nearly two 
years ago, Western State Hospital has witnessed 
the durability and reliability of STANLEY’s SPSL 
locksets firsthand. When a patient abused a 
lock to the point at which the mortise assembly 
was bent into a c shape, the lock was still able 
to function efficiently and keep the patient safe 
and secure in the designated area. The hospital 
was then able to remove and replace the lockset, 
sending the abused hardware to STANLEY for 

study to determine how the design could be 
upgraded further to prevent similar damage  
in the future.
“I’d guess that these locksets go through 10,000 
uses each month, having to endure life cycles 
well beyond any normally conceived human use, 
and they’re holding up well in one of the harshest 
environments imaginable,” says Mount. “Keep in 
mind that these are often patients with anger is-
sues, actively trying to destroy doors and mecha-
nisms. When the patient bent the mortise assem-
bly into a c shape, the lock didn’t fail and was just 
damaged in the opening, which was incredible.” 
“They’re doing great,” says Stevens. “They’ve 
honestly already exceeded our expectations.”

Continuing a Lasting Partnership
Throughout the proposal, design and installation 
processes, STANLEY Security presented itself 
as an instrumental and unwavering partner in 
improving the safety of Western State’s patients 
and the overall security of the hospital.
“Western State Hospital has been a customer of 
STANLEY’s for approximately 40 years; we’ve 
definitely had a long-standing partnership, only 
further proven by this project,” says Stevens. 
“We continue to go back to them because they’re 
great—it’s a good product, and they back it up 
with good supply and fantastic technicians. We 
can reach out to the techs on the phone or online. 
These people are truly accessible.”
Having worked with a number of hospitals 
and behavioral healthcare facilities across the 
country, STANLEY Security recognizes the 
complexities that these facilities face in balancing 
patient safety with facility security. For the com-
pany, the comprehensive installation achieved 
at Western State Hospital only furthers its goal 
to assist behavioral healthcare facility staff in 
ensuring patient safety. 

taMera cook is End user 
Consultant for STANLEY  
Security. She can be reached  
at Tamera.Cook@sbdinc.com.

Disclaimer: 
Content and 

opinions presented 
in this article re-

garding STANLEY 
Security in no 
way constitute 

an endorsement 
by the State of 

Washington and 
affiliated entities. 
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Indestructible 
now comes 
in frames 
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It wasn’t long after we launched the virtually 

indestructible Acrovyn Door that customers asked, 

“What about the frames? They get damaged too!”  

It was clear that the industry’s most durable door  

needed an equally durable frame.

Introducing the new C/S Acrovyn Frame System! 

Developed with high tra�c areas in mind, the 

Acrovyn Frame System is designed for durability,

longevity and aesthetics. Say goodbye to costly  

painting and repairs. Now, the entire opening can  

always look new! For our new brochure, visit  

www.c-sgroup.com/door or call (800) 972-7214. 
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Healthcare facilities have varying levels of access 
control in every department. Neonatal Intensive 
Care Units (NICUs) have infant tracking sys-
tems and other monitoring technologies that 
require integration with access control systems. 
The NICU is an excellent example of how there 
can be a variety of applications and/or products 
working within a single department.
From 1983 to 2015, there were 298 reported 
non-family infant abductions; more than 130 of 
them were from healthcare facilities. Although 
infant abductions are not as common as other 

child tragedies, they are terrible nonetheless, and 
their seriousness has led to a move in the health-
care industry toward securing the areas where 
these crimes may occur. 
What guidelines are we currently required to 
work under to prevent these crimes? Individual 
openings are foundationally based on (but not 
limited to) building, fire and life safety code 
requirements. This article touches on only a small 
fraction of the requirements that have to be met; 
there are several different industries involved in 
providing a complete access control environment. 

By rachael york

Access control: 

Life Safety Products in the Healthcare 
Environment Today, and Where They  
May Be Headed Tomorrow 
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new technologies 
To allow locked doors within a means of egress 
area, the 2015 edition of NFPA 101 requires a 
blend of staff action, smoke detection, sprin-
kler detection, fail-safe locks and lock release 
via multiple independent actions. Chapter 
18/19.2.2.2.5.2, New and Existing Health Care, 
Section 18.2.2.2.5.1, further reads: “Door-locking 
arrangements shall be permitted where the clin-
ical needs of patients require specialized secu-
rity measures or where patients pose a security 
threat, provided staff can readily unlock doors  
at all times in accordance with 18.2.2.2.6.”
Technologies such as anti-tailgating and pig-
gyback technology, door position sensors, 
delayed-egress door hardware and electrified 
dogging devices are all used in today’s applica-
tions. Various versions of anti-tailgating and pig-
gyback technologies offer lockdown capabilities 
when an infant is carried near a protected door; 
they can also prevent more than one person to 
pass through an opening at a time. There are 
several different output options when a sensor is 
triggered: initiate video recording, send a silent 
alarm to security control, and/or activate audible 
alarms and flashing lights.
How do we make it all work? Minimizing user 
disruption, cost and system complexity are top 
priorities for the end user. Additionally, we must 
consider aesthetic design, functional flow, and 
working with other trades to coordinate execution. 
Opportunities to coordinate secure, code- 
compliant openings among everyone involved 
in a project can be found in every phase—engi-
neering, production, installation and execution. 
Communication and a proactive approach for 
both the individual scope and the combined 
efforts of all parties translate to a seamless and 
successful completion. 
For example, is it worth consideration to set access 
control apart from general trade meetings and 
general submittal procedures? Could the sub-
mittal process we’re all accustomed to during a 
project have a more defined or separate focus on 
access control in relation to extensive applications? 
Building a more connected relationship between 
the trades involved with access control could 
improve the schedule and budget dramatically. 

so where Are we headed?
Healthcare trends are moving toward a more 
streamlined and simplified approach to access 
control. Currently there are several separate 
components on each door with traditional elec-
tromechanical hardware, and they require se-
quential logistics to function properly. Facilities 
want a single device with everything embedded 
in it, including the card reader, door contact and 
anything else required to create an interactive, 
high-security, access-controlled door.
One security strategy that NICUs often use is 
mother-infant matching with ID bands. There 
are several different tag-based software solutions 
currently on the market. These systems typi-
cally use radio frequency identification (RFID) 
technology and credentials and are comprised 
of computer software and a band or bracelet that 
is placed on the infant’s ankle and the moth-
er’s wrist. Most offer a wireless and discreet 
match-maker ID option, as well as tamper-proof 
band straps and a security feature to track the 
infant’s location at all times. A signal is sent out 
to the receiver on the band approximately every 
seven to 10 seconds that tracks any movements 
or attempts to remove the band.
Smartphone technology can also be integrated 
into access control for healthcare facilities where 
Bluetooth smart connections, near-field commu-
nications (NFC) and gesture technologies are 
applicable. As the technology evolves, smart-
phones will likely be used in non-patient areas 
where a specific department has an isolated and 
set amount of employees. 
With NFC technology, the user taps a smart card 
to a tablet or laptop for authenticating to a net-
work or application. Gesture technology allows 
users to be granted access from farther away as 
they walk up to the opening. A simple turn of a 
smartphone to the horizontal position and back 
to the vertical position again so that the scanner 
can confirm credentials allows for a faster and 
more fluid transition from one area to another 
and may be a good choice for high-traffic areas. 
Despite the obvious benefits of convenience, 
more data needs to be gathered on the lev-
el of security that a smartphone can offer 
against tampering with credentials and secure 
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information. Since these same credentials may 
be used when accessing sensitive patient records 
and HIPAA-restricted information, there could 
be cause for concern.
One plausible future trend in access control is 
advanced stereo vision technology, which uses 
two low-profile modules that attach to a hollow 
metal frame or wall on either side of the door. 
One module has multiple cameras, and the other 
has infrared capabilities that illuminate the 
person or shape moving through the opening. 
This adds a layer of security to an existing access 
control system. It works with most ID and tag 
systems, badges,  and biometrics and can pro-
vide security in either direction of the opening.
Biometrics boasts endless possibilities in some 
industries, but more research and future test 
sites will determine if it can support full system 
integration in the healthcare sector. There are 
different biometric options, each with its own 
pros and cons:
 HanD BioMetrics: These systems have  

a highly stable pattern over the unit’s  
lifespan but are not efficiently distinctive 
over a large database. They also require  
a large amount of space.

 iris scan BioMetrics: There is no contact 
required to use these systems, which is a 
plus for public sanitation concerns, and they 
are considered highly stable over a lifetime. 
However, they can be obscured with lenses, 
eyelashes and reflections, and there has been 
some concern of potential negative effects 
from having eyes regularly scanned by a 
laser. They also require more training and 
attentiveness by the processor, and results 
cannot be verified by a human.

 FinGerprint BioMetrics: These offer 
the most benefits out of these three options, 

with the key advantage being the law en-
forcement database of fingerprints that has 
already been established. This allows for 
a more accurate background or watch-list 
check. However, there have been privacy 
concerns over the criminal implications of 
a false alarm during a flagged watch-list, 
an individual’s age or occupation possibly 
causing sensor difficulties, and concerns 
about the spread of germs and diseases from 
people constantly touching the same surface.

It will be interesting to see where technology  
directs our efforts for future projects and what 
solutions we will look toward. As for the cur-
rent life safety products readily available and 
most commonly used, the opportunity for 
improvement is always present. Further review 
of statistical data, bringing existing applications 
and buildings up to code, and redefining current 
project policies and procedures to integrate trade 
relationships further are all ways that we can 
affect today’s access control environment. 

RefeRenCeS:

Biometrics research: www.healthdesign.org

Note: All statistical information is from the National Center for Missing 
and Exploited Children (NCMEC) and is based only on non-family 
member abductions in healthcare facility settings: www.missingkids.com.

racHael york is Sales Manager  
at JMK Door Solutions, Inc. She can  
be reached at ryork@jmkdoors.com.

One plausible future trend in access control is advanced 
stereo vision technology, which uses two low-profile 
modules that attach to a hollow metal frame or wall on 
either side of the door. One module has multiple cameras, 
and the other has infrared capabilities that illuminate 
the person or shape moving through the opening.
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For those who spend enough time inside a 
healthcare facility, it’s nearly impossible to avoid 
contact with a contaminated surface at one point 
or another. Couple this with studies that show 
that nearly 80 percent of infectious diseases are 
transmitted by touch, and you have a strong  
case to reduce the number of “touch points”  
in a medical facility. 

the catch 22
Those people who contract an infections disease 
that is serious enough will eventually seek med-
ical attention. While hospitals and ambulatory 
health centers are vital in improving a person’s 
well-being, the never-ending cycle of sick people 

coming in and out can also make them an 
epicenter of outbreaks. The influx of sick people 
matriculating through a medical facility almost 
guarantees the dispersion of germs. As the doc-
tors, staff, patients, visitors and equipment move 
throughout the building, so do the germs. 
A study by the University of Massachusetts – 
Amherst demonstrated the vulnerability of door 
handles by showing the accumulation of bac-
teria on a door handle just minutes after it was 
disinfected. The colonies of bacteria rose sharply 
in the hour following disinfection. The door 
handle, located at the entrance to a dining hall, 
was a commonly used access point by students 
coming in and out of the dining hall. 

By reid Harper

reducing the 
spread of Germs through 
touchless Door activation

Ebola. MRSA. Sars. Pneumonia. Influenza. The common cold. Some 
infections make national headlines, some make you miss work, and 
others just make you miserable. No matter what the ailment, they 
should all make you think twice about the importance of hand hygiene.
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the scary Facts
Healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) are in-
fections that patients develop during the course 
of receiving healthcare treatment for other 
conditions. Every year, hundreds of millions of 
people worldwide contract HAIs. These infec-
tions lead to significant mortality rates at health 
centers. In addition, they are a huge financial 
burden to the healthcare system. Along with 
patients, hospital workers and visitors are at 
risk of contracting or spreading an HAI during 
visits to healthcare facilities. 
Taking appropriate hand hygiene measures  
is a key recommendation for preventing three 
of the five types of HAIs classified by the CDC. 
These types are as follows:
1. Catheter-associated urinary tract  

infections (CAUTIs)
2. Central line-associated bloodstream  

infections (CLABSIs) transmitted  
through patient intravenous tubes

3. Methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus 
(MRSA) infections related to a strain of bacte-
ria that has become resistant to antibiotics. 

A hospital study cited by the CDC reports that 
of the 2,834 observed opportunities for hand 
hygiene, on average, healthcare workers com-
plied with hand hygiene requirements only 
48 percent of the time. A separate study of 
intensive care units cited by the World Health 
Organization found that adherence to hand 
hygiene practices typically occurred about  
70 percent of the time, but that rate dropeed  
to 25 percent during busier periods.

The accumulation of bacteria colonies formed/found on a door handle at 0, 15, 30 and 45 minutes after disinfection
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Linear Fit for: Data Set/Total area of bacterial colonies
y=mx+b
m [slope]: 2.348 +/- 0.3717 mm2/minutes
b [Y-intercept] 7.997 +/- 10.43mm2

Correlation: 0.9758
RMSE: 12.47 mm2

Only 1 out of 3 adults 
wash their hands after 
coughing or sneezing.

Nearly 80% of sickness- 
causing germs spread  
via hands.

reducing cross-contamination
Whether from patients coming in contact with 
contaminated equipment or from a person 
touching a contaminated surface and then 
transmitting that contamination to another 
person, it is evident that the fewer points of 
contact, the better. Reducing hospital infection 
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rates has become a priority for health-
care facilities. Touchless activation 
is a key weapon in the fight against 
cross-contamination. 
Access points and door handles are 
some of the most vulnerable areas 
in healthcare facilities for the spread 
of HAIs. Unfortunately, they are 
also some of the busiest and most 
commonly touched areas. Entrances 
and exits, bathrooms, patient rooms, 
waiting rooms, surgical rooms, cafe-
terias—all of these have doors. Every 
patient room in a hospital has at least 
two doors (entrance and bathroom). 
It only takes one careless person to 
contaminate a door handle that could 
end up cross-contaminating a much 
larger group.
Touchless activation devices for doors, 
activation switches, restroom applica-
tions, water fountains and other areas 
play a key role in reducing the spread 
of diseases in vulnerable areas. 

stopping the spread:  
touchless activation 101
1. SaniTaRy WORkfLOW  

In surgical rooms, HAIs can be a 
serious issue. When a medical team 
is scrubbed and fully prepped for 
surgery, it is imperative that the 
room and the people in it remain 
sanitary. Wave-to-open activa-
tion devices provide a simple and 
effective means of egress into these 
rooms, eliminating the need for 
physical touch and removing a 
possible point of contamination.

2. TRained TRaffiC  
Wave-to-open activation provides 
added benefit to those who fre-
quently use a corridor doorway. 
People become accustomed to the 
activation process, and waving 
a door open becomes second 
nature. In essence, the act of sig-
naling the door to open becomes 
part of their routine.

sources and Further 
information:

Hai info:  
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications 
/2011/9789241501507_eng.pdf?ua=1

lack of hand washing  
during busy times:  
www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/
mmwrhtml/rr5116a1.htm

cDc hand hygiene study:  
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications 
/2009/9789241597906_eng.pdf

80 percent of sickness germs 
spread via hand:  
www.webmd.com/cold-and-flu/cold- 
guide/cold-prevention-hand-washing

More germs on phone and 
keyboard:  
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/
uknews/10313619/Smartphones-and-
tablets-harbour-more-germs-than-
toilet-seats.html; www2.westminster.
ac.uk/~redwayk/research/toilet.htm

Germs on hands double after  
using toilet:  
www.siphidaho.org/com 
health/pdf/remember.pdf

Flu for a day without symptoms:  
www.cdc.gov/flu/about/ 
disease/spread.htm

sneeze at 200 mph:  
www.haveaheartinc.org/ 
Resources/ColdFlu.pdf

Damp hands spread 1,000 times 
more germs:  
www.siphidaho.org/com 
health/handwashing.php

Bacteria growth on door handle:  
http://bcrc.bio.umass.edu/courses/
spring2010/biol/biol312section3/
content/bacterial-growth-over- 
time-after-disinfection-door-handle

Germs live on hands for three hours:  
www.nht.nhs.uk/mediaFiles/
downloads/96215968/Infection%20
Control.pdf

one germ grows to 8 million in a day:  
http://learnaboutgerms.arizona.edu/
how_germs_spread.htm

1: economical microwave 
activation options are available  
for high-volume integrations, 
offering single and double gang 
size faceplates with a detection 
range of 4 – 24 inches. 

2: capacitance technology 
touchless activation solutions are 
available for unique applications 
that require rugged materials and 
enhanced aesthetics with a short 
activation range.

3: new microwave touchless 
activation solutions are currently 
being developed that offer 
enhanced aesthetics, including 
rugged stainless steel faceplates 
with audible and visual alerts 
to increase the awareness of the 
actuators’ location.  
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3. dURabLe and  
PROfeSSiOnaLLy RaTed  
While wave-to-open plates do not 
need to be touched, they still must 
be capable of withstanding the dai-
ly rigors of a busy hospital. Carts, 
beds and other wheeled objects 
can easily break plastic switches. 
Cleaning agents can corrode the 
internal and external components 
of a plastic switch. When choosing 
touchless activation, consider a 
plate that is stainless steel and has 
a NEMA 4-rated enclosure.

4. ViSibLe and aUdibLe  
In today’s hospitals, ADA-
compliant push plates are neces-
sary solutions for door automation. 
For maximum effectiveness, touch-
less plates should be accompanied 
with both visible and audible alerts 
to further aid in the successful 
signaling of a door’s activation. In 
dimly lit areas, lighted touch plates 
help improve both visibility and 
accessibility. Adjustable audible 
alerts can be turned on to confirm 
activation or turned off to comply 
with guidelines requiring hospitals 
to reduce ambient noise.

5. adjUSTabLe TOUChLeSS 
deTeCTiOn ZOne  
Touchless zones can be adjusted to 
create desirable ranges that a person 
must be within to achieve activation. 
Having choice in touchless plates or 
being able to tune touchless plates 
to the right sensitivity is critical. 
For instance, in a surgical room, it 
is important that the door not be 
inadvertently opened in error. In this 
environment, a short-range touchless 
solution should be employed. In a 
corridor where patients are constant-
ly being moved, a longer detection 
zone would be more appropriate. 

conclusion
Touchless activation devices are effec-
tive and intelligent ways to safeguard 
facilities, employees and patients. By 
installing touchless door activation 
devices on doors, you eliminate the 
need to touch vulnerable and com-
monly touched items such as handles, 
push bars and other access methods. 

As germs grow more aggressive and 
resistant to antibiotics and other treat-
ments, it is imperative to safeguard 
healthcare facilities as much as possi-
ble. Touchless activation plates are an 
effective way to do that. 

reiD Harper is Marketing Manager with BEA, 
Inc. He can be reached at raharper@beainc.com.
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the evolution 

of Patient Safety Hardware 

By Jeff Graveline
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this latch bolt is 
beveled to prevent 
patients from using 
it as a ligature point.

in the mid-1970s, attica prison needed a quick 
solution to retrofit existing doors and frames to 
meet new functionality requirements. In those 
days, prisons and psychiatric hospitals used 
heavy-duty deadlocks operated by bit keys to se-
cure doors. Bit keys were rugged and simple to use 
by staff. Many hardware manufacturers offered 
this type of lock, but when needs changed, few 
made the choice right away to offer retrofit locks. 

Just two companies began offering mortise cylin-
der functions that could retrofit existing open-
ings. From there, psychiatric hospital care profes-
sionals began asking for positive latching locks 
with simple lever trim that could be locked and 
unlocked by bit key to replace current deadlocks. 
Thus began the evolution of patient safety door 
hardware that still drives innovation today. 
From the 1980s to the early 1990s, the focus on 

How manufacturers and psychiatric care providers 
work together to solve problems
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patient safety led to the elimination of ligature 
points above the waistline that some patients 
were using to attempt suicide by hanging.1 Door 
hinges and closers had to be modified, along 
with many other fixture points. 
It was not until the early 2000s that the first 
guidelines began to appear in an attempt to ad-
dress the built environment concerning patient 
safety. The National Association of Psychiatric 
Health Systems published a design guide 
authored by James Hunt and David M. Sine. 
In 2006, the New York State Office of Mental 
Health published a comprehensive guideline 
for the inpatient built environment, authored 
by Architectural Plus, Troy, N.Y. In 2007, the 
Veterans Affairs Hospital system published a 
checklist for mental health care. These publi-
cations pushed manufacturers to continue to 
innovate in an effort to protect patients and staff 
in mental health facilities.

Door Safety 
By the mid-2000s, door hardware had been 
identified as a potential ligature risk for patients 
in psychiatric care facilities. Early designs were 
effective at reducing that risk but failed to meet 
basic ADA standards. 
Tapered knobs with finger detents were the first 
innovations. They were easily put on doors in 
psychiatric care facilities, including those fre-
quently used by staff. However, difficulty open-
ing doors went beyond pain and inconvenience 
to danger when staff was unable to open doors 
quickly in response to patient-initiated events. 
Following tapered knobs were lever locks that 
solved the needs of caretakers, which reduced 
risks associated with ligatures. These lever 
locks had smooth, conical levers integrated with 

rosettes that rotated up or down, effectively 
releasing ligatures. These simple designs seemed 
to work well—if only one side of the door was 
accessible by patients. 
But a JCAHO Sentinel Event Notification pub-
lished in 1998 had made it well-known that 75 
percent of inpatient suicides were accomplished 
by hanging in a bathroom, bedroom or closet.2 
When patients had access to both sides of a 
door (for example, an in-room bathroom door), 
they were able to easily defeat the levers on 
both sides, creating dangerous ligature points. 
However, these types of designs are still being 
offered today. 

ADA 
By 2009, caregivers started asking for a next-gen-
eration system that combined patient safety with 
the needs of staff technicians. Manufacturers 
began working directly with healthcare facilities. 
Rockland Psychiatric Center (RPC) took a proac-
tive role and provided significant input into the 
development of the first lever design that satis-
fied ADA criteria with ligature-resistance. More 
hardware brands began responding to the indus-
try, giving healthcare providers choices based on 
additional features like special functions, thumb-
turn safety and special latching designs. 
The results are locking solutions that are easy and 
intuitive for both patients and staff to use while 
eliminating risks of self-harm ligatures. Further 
innovations were developed, such as a tapered 
latch bolt that will release ligatures of rope, string 
and bed linen even when door is closed. Another 
innovation includes a privacy function that en-
ables key override of a thumbturn forcibly held by 
a patient on the inside of the door. 

Dimpled 
safety knob
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Special functions followed, such 
as institutional privacy, institu-
tion lock and deadbolt functions 
less inside turnpiece for staff 
offices, and extra security. 
Today, innovation continues in  
response to new challenges pres-
ent in the unique settings found 
only in psychiatric facilities. 
Hospitals that undergo audits by 
varying governing agencies, such 
as The Joint Commission and the 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services, often learn that correc-
tive action requires upgrading 
existing openings to meet new 
inpatient safety standards. 
Recent trends include retrofitting 
doors that currently use cylindri-

cal locks. Thus, there are newly introduced ADA-
compliant crescent-style levers with a cylindrical 
lock chassis, which, like those in the Attica 
Prison days of old, allow doors to be retrofitted 
to meet tomorrow’s needs. 

New York State Office of Mental Health
The New York State Office of Mental Health 
(NYSOMH) has taken an industry leadership role 
in publishing patient safety standards for the built 
environment. The standard is published twice a 
year and continually evolves due to new informa-
tion gathered by its member institutions, as well as 
new innovations introduced to the marketplace. 
According to NYSOMH and its consultant, 
Architecture Plus, a leading architectural design 
agency in the psychiatric care segment, ordinary 
paperclips have been identified as a potential 
self-harming device that can be used to defeat 
door hardware as a ligature point. This new 
information is just hitting the marketplace and 
will likely drive new designs and innovations by 
willing companies.
Manufacturers and healthcare providers will 
need to continue working together to reduce 
the risk that the built environment presents. 
The pace of innovation has increased dra-
matically due to a greater awareness by those 

commissioned in caring for people afflicted  
by mental illness. 
There is more discussion nationally about car-
ing for mental illness, as well as campaigns to 
remove the stigma it carries. NAPHS is lobbying 
congress to write legislation in favor of funding 
psychiatric care and working with reimburse-
ment agencies to create solutions for families 
in need of care. Additionally, think tanks like 
Architecture Plus and Cannon Design, along 
with the Veterans Affairs Hospital system and 
numerous psychiatric care providers and insti-
tutions, all contribute to advances in this often 
misunderstood but critical care sector. 

endnOTeS: 

1 Patient Safety Standards, Materials and Systems Guidelines, New York 
State office of Mental Health, 2013.

2 NYSoMH, 2013

JeFF GraVeline is a Field Sales Consultant at  
Accurate Lock and Hardware. He can be reached  
at Jeff@AccurateLockAndHardware.com.

crescent cylindrical 
ligature-resistant 
lockset

crescent mortise 
ligature-resistant set 

with optional paper 
clip-proof feature
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tHe new 

Parkland 
hospital

By katie Flower, aoc, csi, cDt
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construction nuMBers

construction Facts

$1.271 Billion Overall 
Budget (bond amount)

$690 Million 
Construction Budget 
for hospital (GMP)

57 Construction 
Trailers in baRa Complex

3,500 Drawings  
14 Sets of drawings

5 Tower Cranes

170,000 Cubic Yards  
of Concrete

6 Million Construction 
Labor hours

1,400 Workers  
a day at high Point

Groundbreaking  
October 28, 2010

Substantially Complete 
October 31, 2014

2,257,975 
Square feet  
of buildings

Over 8 
Acres  
in Curtain  
Wall Glass

6,000 
Plumbing 
fixtures 
(Over 1,000 
Toilets)

7,000 doors 45 elevators 32,430  
Light 
fixtures

42,000  
data Outlets

1,500 Miles  
of Copper  
data Cable

larGest HealtHcare construction proJect in tHe u.s.

the majority of the Door and Hardware institute’s AHC exam 
is based on a hospital because that is generally considered the 
true test of a hardware consultant’s mettle. Hospital openings 
are complex, have special code applications, and must withstand 
daily use and abuse for years to come. The new Parkland Hospital 
in Dallas, Texas, was the project of a lifetime for a door openings 
consultant. I, along with my team, was fortunate enough to be 
involved with this project from the early stages of schematic 
design all the way through project completion. 

First, a few interesting stats from the project:

Hospital
2.1  Million Square Feet
865   Private Adult Beds 

(775 Built + 90 Shelled)
96  NICu Beds
961  Licensed Beds
48  LDRs
1,009  Total Beds
120  Emergency Rooms
27   operating Rooms 

(25 Built + 2 Shelled)

clinics

loGistics BuilDinG

parkinG
1,800  New Staff
2,000  Patient/Visitor

central utility plant

proJect  
Description

This article is dedicated to my dear friend Terry Russell who passed away in December 2013. 
He was a specification writer for HDR, and he taught me a lot in the eight years  
that I worked with him. He would be proud to see the finished product.
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A project of this magnitude takes a 
high level of commitment and col-
laboration to successfully stay within 
budget and be completed on time. 
The two main architectural firms for 
the acute-care hospital were the team 
of HDR + Corgan, both located in 
Dallas. The construction manager was 
BARA, a joint venture made up of four 
contractors: Balfour Beatty, Austin 
Commercial, HJ Reynolds, and Azteca 
Construction. In addition, there were 
many other architectural firms, con-
sultants and subcontractors involved 
in the remaining new buildings that 
make up the complex.
To facilitate the utmost in commu-
nication and collaboration, Parkland 
rented an office suite directly across 
from the site, fondly called the 
“co-location.” The co-location became 
the home office for the architects, 
contractors, key consultants, program 
managers and Parkland staff. 
Early on in the process, my team and I 
attended more than 250 hours of meet-
ings with staff and hospital liaisons to 
understand the flow of the areas within 
the project. This information was 
critical in developing the door, frame 
and hardware specifications that would 
meet the needs of the owner, staff and 
patients served. 

Early on in the 
process, my team 

and I attended more 
than 250 hours 

of meetings with 
staff and hospital 

liaisons in order to 
understand the flow 

of the areas within 
the project. 

Once work was under way on site, 
57 construction trailers with walk-
ways connecting them were set up 
across the street from the co-location 
and within a short walk to the site. 
This gated community became the 
new home to a communication and 
collaboration network like none other 
that I have seen on any project that I 
have been involved with in 30 years in 
this industry. Any questions or issues 
were easily and quickly resolved by 
walking down the hall and getting in 
touch with the right person.
It took six years of heavy involvement to 
get to where we are today. Here is a brief 
overview of the timeline of milestones 
and services provided by my team:
 scHeMatic DesiGn (sD) 

(July 2009 – March 2010)
 Assisted with SD budget  

and overall scope
 DesiGn DeVelopMent (DD)  

(March 2010 – July 2010)
 Attended more than 250 hours  

of user group, access control  
and design meetings

 Prepared specification sections  
for doors, frames, hardware,  
automatic operators for  
preliminary GMP pricing

 Assisted CM in reviewing scope
 Assisted with full-size  

room mock-ups
 construction DocuMents (cD) 

(May 2010 – May 2011)
 Attended more than 100 hours  

of coordination meetings
 Finalized specification sections  

for GMP pricing
 Reviewed value engineering 

pricing
 contract aDMinistration (ca)  

(Nov 2010 – Nov 2014)
 Reviewed submittals 
 Processed changes
 Attended keying meetings and 

helped develop master plan
 Punch list 
 ACH substantial completion 

10/31/14
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The size and scope of this project lent 
itself to the use of technology. Every 
step of the way, we used the best tools 
to keep the information and workflow 
organized, communicate with one 
another, and prepare the deliverables. 
I can’t imagine doing this project the 
old-fashioned way using blueprints; 
there were 3,500 sheets that were 
packaged in 14 sets of drawings. We 
went paperless for as much of the 
process as we could.
Each consultant had at least one large 
monitor as an extension of his or her 
desktop. This allowed us to have the 
door schedule in Excel open on the 
laptop while having the floor plans in 
pdf format open using Bluebeam soft-
ware on the larger monitor. The search 
feature in Bluebeam made it easy to 
find door openings and view details 
in an efficient manner. 
The architect produced the drawings 
using Revit. ASSA ABLOY was still in 
the early stages of developing a tool 

called Openings Studio (AAOS) when 
the project began. AAOS uses Protech 
as the database for the consultant to 
write the hardware sets and produce 
the specification sections and cut 
sheets. The architect extracted the 
information from Revit into an Excel 
door schedule, which was then im-
ported into AAOS. 
After the hardware sets were finished 
and the door numbers assigned, the 
architect took the Excel document and 
imported it into Revit. The architect ap-
preciated that they didn’t have to match 
up and type in hardware set numbers, 
with more than 7,000 openings (over 
13,000 leaves) on the project. Using 
AAOS helped with tracking changes 
and managing the entire process.
Some project parameters that had to 
be kept in mind while writing the 
specifications:
 sustainaBility Targeted LEED 

Silver, submitted and now  
targeted for Gold

 aestHetics Evidence-based design
 coDes anD stanDarDs City of 

Dallas, NFPA 101, IBC, TDHS, ADA 
(including multiple editions of the 
same code)

 DuraBility anD lonGeVity 
Specification of products exceeding 
industry standards

 cleanliness Antimicrobial finish, 
stainless steel, medical bearing hinges

The CM wanted to make sure that the 
supplier of the Division 8 materials 
was also going to store the materials 
locally and perform the installation 
in order to keep the highest level of 
quality and control. There were sev-
eral good distributors who bid on the 
project; Performance Door in Irving 
(a suburb of Dallas) was awarded the 
contract. They did an outstanding job 
from start to finish, and their team 
was easy to work with.
The new Parkland Hospital has some 
specialized areas that not all hospitals 
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have. Here are just a few areas that 
required some challenging openings:
 An inmate section with full  

detention doors and hardware
 Psychiatric ED and a wing  

of patient rooms
 Morgue
 Burn unit
 NNICU
To keep the hardware sets organized 
and allow for changes and additional 
hardware sets during each design 
period, I grouped the sets by type:
 Sets 100-1XX: Exterior doors
 Sets 200-2XX: Interior with  

electrified hardware
 Sets 300-3XX: Interior with  

mechanical hardware
 Sets 400-4XX: Psychiatric hardware
 Sets 500-5XX: Detention hardware
 Sets 600-6XX: Integrated openings
 Sets 700-7XX: Miscellaneous  

specialty doors
There were 121 hardware sets included 
in the DD set, and that was expanded 
to 154 hardware sets total for the CD 

set. One of the things that helped the 
architect, CM and owner was that at 
the co-location they sectioned off an 
area and built full-size mock-ups of a 
variety of typical rooms. This included 
the equipment, finishes, doors, frames 
and hardware that were specified in 
the DD set so that nurses, doctors, staff 
and others could walk through and 
get a feel for whether or not something 
needed to change. It is much easier to 
visualize the look and feel of a patient 
room in a mock-up and to know what 
enhancements to make while there is 
only one, rather than waiting until you 
have 865 of them.
Here is a representative sampling  
of door and hardware solutions on 
select openings of the project:
1.  One of the more specialized open-

ings was a telescoping sliding glass 
door in the operating room in the 
detention area. The door needed 
to have bullet-resistant glass and 
card access. The door was normally 
closed and secured and required a 
valid credential for entry. During 
surgery, the sliding door would 
remain unlocked, and the rest of 
the patients in the unit would be 

secured in their rooms. Besam 
helped with the specifications on 
the door, using a telescoping unit 
with custom polycarbonate glass. 
I specified a sheer magnetic lock 
for the leading edge of the door to 
work with the HID card readers 
inside and out.

2. The pairs of doors into each operat-
ing room needed to be heavy-duty, 
reliable, easy to clean and easy 
to use. These doors were hung 
using heavy-duty Rixson pivot 
sets so that the weight of the doors 
wouldn’t put a strain on the rest 
of the opening and hardware. The 
CM made sure that the bottom piv-
ot was flush with the floor so that 
dirt and germs wouldn’t build up. 
The power operators were mount-
ed on the outside of the OR, and 
Besam used wave wall switches to 
aid in cleanliness. Corbin Russwin 
electric latch retraction exit devices 
were specified less bottom rod, 
eliminating floor strikes.

3. The pairs of doors into the emer-
gency department exam rooms 
were required to swing in op-
posite directions, similar to a 

a typical patient room door: Maiman thermal-fused doors, 
ceco HM frame, Mckinney swing-clear hinges and latching 
flush bolt, corbin russwin paddle trim hospital latch, 
rockwood edge guard, and pemko smoke seals

one of the nnicu patient room doors
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double-egress opening but with-
out a double-egress profile. The 
frames were custom-made with 
cased open jambs and a split stop 
at the head. The doors were push/
pull and had heavy-duty Norton 
delayed-action closers to facilitate 
moving a patient in and out of 
the room. These doors were not 
required to be smoke-tight because 
they were inside a suite.

4. There are many different ways to 
approach specifying hardware on 
doors that need infant protection. 
On the maternity and NNICU 
floors—areas where infant abduc-
tion is a threat—we talked about 
all of the different code-compliant 
solutions. Most of the time, this is 
something that the local AHJ needs 
to review and approve because it 
is not specifically addressed in the 
code. If you use delayed-egress de-
vices that are always armed, it can 
get noisy in an area of the hospital 
where noise should be at a mini-
mum. If you leave them disarmed 
and use the wall sensor to lock the 
door if a tagged infant is near, then 
the required delayed-egress sign 
posted on the door can be confus-
ing to staff and visitors.
Another reason why delayed- 
egress may not be appropriate  
is because NFPA 101 2000, 2003 
only allows one of these doors  
in a path of egress. For example, 
if you are locking fourth-floor 
corridor doors within the unit and 
stair doors on the same unit, and 
there are delayed egress devices 
on the stair doors on the first floor, 
this would have a person evacuat-
ing the building exit through three 
delayed-egress points, and that  
is not permissible.
The solution that we ended up 
agreeing on and that the AHJ 
approved to use on the stair doors 
is as follows. Since this is a 17-story 
hospital, and they wanted to lock 
the door from the stair side, we 
used a fail-safe Corbin Russwin 
electromechanical lock tied to the 
fire alarm system to permit re-entry. 

On the egress side, we used a 
surface-mounted Securitron mag-
netic lock that was normally in the 
unlocked mode to allow free egress 
into the stair. A tagged infant ap-
proaching the sensor will lock the 
door in the path of egress and shunt 
the card reader on the stair side, as 
well as set off a local alarm.

5. For the pairs of cross-corridor 
doors, the aim was to have the 
doors pocketed and normally held 
open, tied to the fire alarm for 
release. We specified the Rite Door 
from Adams Rite to achieve not 
only a nice pocket but a low-pro-
file exit device for busy hospital 
corridor traffic. The Markar stain-
less steel continuous hinges are 
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durable, provide edge protection, and have 
medical bearings to eliminate dirt build-up  
at the knuckle joints. 

6. We specified ligature-resistant hardware in the 
psychiatric patient wing. The pairs of corridor 
doors separating the unit from the rest of the 
floor are required to have an interlock so that 
if one pair is open, the other pair cannot be 
unlocked or opened. This man trap area does 
need to be fail-safe and tied to the fire alarm 
system. We specified Corbin Russwin exit 
devices to latch these cross-corridor doors, as 
well as a Securitron magnetic lock to secure 
the door leaves. The Securitron power supply 
has a relay board and provides the interlock.

This should give you a good idea of the size, scope 
and complexity of this special project, as well as a 
peek into some of the door and hardware solutions 
that were used. From start to finish, this project 
was a massive undertaking and a challenge. It 
takes a lot to keep a project team focused and on 
task for six years, but the project team at HDR + 
Corgan, BARA, and Parkland did it. 
I couldn’t have asked for a better project team to 
work with—not just the design professionals but 
the people that I work with each day—for their 
expertise, effort and enthusiasm to excel. Many 
of the faces changed throughout the project, but 
each person was a part of building Parkland and 
left an indelible mark. 

katie Flower, aoc, csi, cDt,  
is a Door openings Consultant  
for ASSA ABLoY Door Security 
Solutions. She can be reached  
at katherine.flower@assaabloy.com.
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parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas, 
Texas, is the flagship of Parkland 
Health & Hospital System and serves 
as Dallas County’s public hospital. 
Steeped in tradition and local history, 
Parkland Memorial Hospital original-
ly opened in 1894 in a wooden build-
ing and was later replaced by a brick 
construction in 1913—the first brick 
hospital constructed in Texas. 
In 1954, Parkland moved to its current 
site about one mile from its original 
location. Parkland Memorial Hospital 
has played a primary role not just in 
local history but in national history as 
well; this is the facility where President 
John F. Kennedy died, as well as Lee 
Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby.
Parkland Memorial Hospital has 
delivered more infants under one roof 
than any other hospital in the nation, 
currently averaging more than 10,000 
deliveries per year. In addition, there 
are more than 240,000 emergency 

visits each year, with more than a mil-
lion patient visits annually. However, 
treating this many patients in an over-
crowded, 50+year-old facility soon 
became a challenge.

The Challenge 
When planning began in 2002 to  
construct an updated Parkland facility, 
the stakes were high. Renovation  
of the existing facility was not an 
option, as it would have led to  
diminished patient capacities that 
would have been unacceptable. 
The decision was made to replace 
the building with a new 1,700,000 
square foot, 17-story, 865-bed facility, 
along with a new 380,000 square foot 
outpatient center, a 275,000 square 
foot office facility, and parking for 
6,000 cars, all housed on a 2.2 million 
square foot campus. Total cost of the 
project is about $1.3 billion.

The Solution
At nearly twice the size of the current 
hospital, the new Parkland Hospital 
was designed to meet both the present 
and future needs of Dallas County. 
The hospital is one of the first “digital 
hospitals” in the United States, featur-
ing technological advances that didn't 
even exist when planning began more 
than a decade ago.
As Parkland Health & Hospital 
System’s Senior Vice President of New 
Parkland Construction, Lou Saksen 
told the Dallas Morning News, “This 
building is a whole new world. It’s no 
longer electrical or mechanical; it’s dig-
ital—run by a keypad, not a wrench.”
Patient rooms were also upgraded; 
each room is private and twice the 
size of the old rooms, improving 
infection control, allowing families 
to stay with patients, and playing a 
larger role in the healing process.

VISTAMATIC’S 

innoVatiVe 
collaBoration 

By todd Hutlock

with the new Parkland Hospital, Dallas, Texas
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Vistamatic’s Partnership
In addition to all the upgrades in size, 
infrastructure and technology, the de-
cision was made to include products 
from Vistamatic in the new Parkland 
Hospital as the product of choice for 
integral blind needs.
Vistamatic supplied more than 2,000 
vision panels across the hospital, with 
the exception of the ICU. Vistamatic 
vision panels are now one of the main 
focal points of the hospital, as they 
are installed in the patient rooms, the 
NNICU, the labor and delivery units, 
and x-ray and operating rooms.
"Parkland is excited about the lifetime 
warranty that Vistamatic offers,” says 
Gena English, AAHID, EDAC, RAS, 
Senior Program Manager, NPH FF&E, 
and Interior Designer of the Parkland 
Hospital Replacement Program. 
“Standard integral blinds oftentimes 
are a maintenance nightmare, fre-
quently breaking and not working 
properly. They also usually have a lim-
ited warranty that doesn’t cover the life 
expectation of this daily-used product.”
Vistamatic  was considered along with 
a few other privacy glass options, and 
its products, along with those of its com-
petitors, were installed in a mock-up 
unit. The Vistamatic vision panels were 
the first choice among focus groups, as 
well as staff members, thanks mainly to 
their innovative features, as well as the 
low maintenance involved.
Many variations of vision panels were 
supplied, including white vinyl and 
blasted graphics, polycarbonate typi-
cally used in behavioral health units, 
and x-ray glazing types, which were 
all placed within the VISTA-Max, 
SuperMax, and MAX-XL panels. The 
vision panels had either a one-sided 
operation or a two-sided operation, 
depending on the area in which 
they were being installed. They were 
installed in 2013 and 2014, and instal-
lation will continue through 2015.
“The product is in all locations that we 
typically would have specified integral 
blinds,” says English. “Vistamatic’s 
role during the design process was 
critical. They worked directly with the 

architects and the end users to come 
up with a solution that met every-
one’s needs. After installing mock-up 
versions of the product, they took the 
feedback on the lever closure that was 
provided and modified the product for 
an improved solution.”
As with any installation of this magni-
tude, the new Parkland Hospital proj-
ect was not without challenges. One of 
the primary challenges involved noise. 
In original models of Vistamatic vision 
panels, the inner sheet of glass that 
controlled privacy/observation slid up 
and down with a slight force. This force 
caused a loud sound that was bother-
some to Parkland designers.
Because Vistamatic is consistently 
looking to innovate and meet the 
recommendations of clients, a pat-
ent-pending dampener was installed. 
Soon after, Vistamatic realized that 
this addition created a smooth tran-
sition from open to close, so the 
patent-pending dampener has since 
become a standard feature in almost 
all Vistamatic vision panels. Not only 
was the problem solved, but a new 
instrument was installed to enhance 
the quality of the panels even further.
Given the size, scope and importance 
of the new Parkland Hospital project 
as a whole, Vistamatic CEO/Managing 
Partner Kevin Roth can't help but be 
impressed and proud of his compa-
ny's involvement. “This was the most 

amazing project to work on, especially 
since it is the largest hospital project in 
the country. When you consider this 
and all the parties that were involved, 
the way they all came together under 
one company to create an innovative 
hospital is extraordinary. There was 
such pride by all parties; as a supplier, 
we felt this pride. You actually felt that 
you were building this hospital for 
yourself. This was also a pivotal project 
for Vistamatic as a company because it 
cemented our brand as a quality prod-
uct that can sustain a project of this 
magnitude.”
On Parkland's part, English recipro-
cates the feelings expressed by Roth. 
“Vistamatic was very involved in the 
solutions of the project,” says English. 
“Kevin was personally involved in 
every conversation and listened to 
feedback on the product and how it 
can meet our needs. I personally was 
impressed with the customer service 
and follow-through before, during 
and so far after the specification.”
“Thanks to our lifetime warranty, 
Parkland staff members will enjoy the 
problem-free benefits of Vistamatic 
vision panels for years to come,” says 
Roth. “Parkland and Vistamatic will 
bring medical care in Dallas County 
into the future together.” 

toDD Hutlock is a partner with  
o’Donnell Hutlock Consulting. He can be 
reached at hutlock.ohshm@gmail.com.

Vistamatic 
supplied 
more than 
2,000 vision 
panels 
throughout 
the hospital.
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with the passage of the affordable care act, 
millions of Americans now have access to 
health insurance. While this has been a welcome 
change for patients seeking affordable treatment, 
healthcare facilities have become faced with the 
challenge of accommodating a growing number 
of new patients, as well as a number of new  
reporting requirements that could have an  
impact on their financial success. 
The situation has motivated many hospitals 
and medical office buildings to reevaluate their 
current infrastructure and make changes to 
improve both the health and the security of their 
patients and staff. Here are just a few of the latest 
trends in healthcare facility hardware.

Quiet Hardware
One of the most common complaints among hos-
pital patients is how noisy the facilities typically 
are. The sound of medical equipment alarms and 

paging systems and the heavy clunk of doors 
opening and closing seem to echo endlessly 
down hospital corridors. Studies have shown 
that noise levels reach more than 100 decibels 
in hospitals, which is the equivalent of having a 
motorcycle running in your room. This is a con-
cern because noise elevates blood pressure and 
quickens the heart rate. 
Not surprisingly, this results in slower patient 
recovery and higher readmission rates. It also re-
flects in the score patients give the facility on their 
Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare 
Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey. Low 
scores can lead to lower Medicare and Medicaid 
reimbursement levels, which can account for as 
much as half of a hospital’s revenue.
Patients are not the only ones negatively affected 
by constant noise. Staff members, who are already 
working in a high-stress environment, also find 
themselves irritated and distracted by the lack  

By anne timme

exit device for the quiet 
section of a hospital

Hospital and Healthcare 
Facility Hardware trends
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of quiet necessary to focus on their 
duties. Over time, this contributes to 
emotional exhaustion and burnout, 
which can result in an increase in med-
ical errors and hospital liability issues.
In an effort to address this problem, 
many healthcare facilities are install-
ing specially designed quiet latches 
and sound-reducing exit devices. By 
incorporating an innovative mechan-
ical damper to decelerate mechanical 
push pads on the push and return 
strokes, most of the noise associated 
with push pad exit devices is eliminat-
ed. And replacing the noisy electronic 
latch retraction of traditional magnetic 
solenoids with motor-driven latch 
retraction results in a quieter solution 
and fewer disturbances. 
In hazardous areas where electron-
ics are not permitted but quiet latch 
retraction is still required, a pneu-
matic latch retraction that utilizes 
compressed air is ideal. In addition, 
heavy-duty rubber door silencers can 
easily be affixed to the door frame 
and act as a sound absorber. When the 
door is closed, the silencers absorb the 
force generated from closing the door, 
making it virtually silent.
The installation of swing-clear hinges, 
combined with wider patient room 
doors, can increase accessibility and 
provide staff with extra clearance 
to maneuver heavy equipment and 
patient gurneys that can create noise as 
they enter and exit rooms.
Another smart solution that many 
hospitals are adopting is the automation 
of cross-corridor openings. Doctors and 
other hospital personnel need to be able 

to move easily throughout the facility 
and do not like to open doors or wait for 
them to open when they are in a hurry. 
Doors that do not open as needed can 
sustain repeated damage from carts and 
other equipment banging into them. 
Locating a push or touchless actuator 
farther from the standard door opening 
creates a longer distance between the 
actuator and the door and allows the 
user to trigger the actuator sooner, so 
the door is open by the time the user 
gets to it. This minimizes both the 
damage and the noise from pushing.

Behavioral Health Hardware
Another challenge that many hospi-
tals have been working to address is 
finding ways to ensure the safety and 
security of those patients who pres-
ent a danger to themselves. Suicide is 
the eleventh leading cause of death 
in the United States, and more 1,500 
occur in hospitals each year. A Joint 
Commission study on suicides at 
Veterans Affairs hospitals found that 
doors and door hardware were the 
primary anchor point for 28 percent of 
ligature-related suicides and suicide 
attempts—nearly double that of the 
next most common attachment point.
To help address this problem, manufac-
turers have developed lines of ligature- 
resistant knobs, levers, thumbturns 
and cylinder rings that utilize sloped 
surfaces and concealed hardware to 
eliminate attachment points for objects 
that may be used for strangulation. 
Behavior health facilities are currently 
the second most frequently construct-
ed specialty facility, meaning that 

many healthcare facilities are already 
planning for increasing demand for 
this type of treatment.

antimicrobial Hardware
According to the Center for Disease 
Control, there are 90,000 deaths in the 
United States that result from infec-
tions spread within healthcare facili-
ties. In fact, as a patient, your odds are 
1 in 20 that that you will get a hospi-
tal-acquired infection. These infec-
tions, which cost hospitals an average 
of $60,000 in unreimbursed care per 
patient, add more than $5 billion each 
year to our national healthcare bill.
Hospitals spend an enormous amount 
of time and money in their efforts to 
combat the spread of infections. Patient 
rooms are routinely decontaminated. 
Garments are washed and dried using 
antimicrobial agents. Everything from 
surgical instruments to filters, cabinets 
and other surgical room surfaces are 
often manufactured with or coated 
with antimicrobial agents.
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n  Steel door Frames .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 90 min .
n  Steel doors .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 90 min .
n  Wood Frames  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20 min .
n  Wood core doors  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20 min .
n  mineral core doors  . 45, 60 or 90 min .
n   We Label the door and Frame, and 

comment on the hardware

By incorporating an innovative mechanical 
damper to decelerate mechanical push 
pads on the push and return strokes, most 
of the noise associated with push pad exit 
devices is eliminated. 
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But one area that has long been over-
looked is the door hardware that is 
touched by countless patients, visitors 
and medical staff every day. Studies 
have shown that antimicrobial door 
hardware reduces the spread of bacte-
ria, fungi and mold by up to 99.9 per-
cent. Used in conjunction with normal 
cleaning practices, it provides an added 
level of defense against microbes such 
as MRSA, E. coli, salmonella and strep-
tococcus faecalis that are particularly 
prevalent in healthcare environments.

consolidating access  
control credentials
In addition to improving the health 
and safety of their patients, hospitals 
have also focused their efforts on 
increasing security. While healthcare 
facilities have been quick to recognize 
the security and convenience offered 
by access control systems, many have 
installed a variety of systems through-
out their facilities. As a result, in some 

hospitals, staff must carry a frustrat-
ing assortment of keys, fobs and cards 
to gain access to different depart-
ments, openings or cabinets, log on 
to their computers, pay for lunch, or 
even clock in for their shift. 
Fortunately, the technology now exists 
to simplify the process of consoli-
dating access control credentials and 
offering staff just one credential to use 
throughout the day. By using smart 
cards, healthcare organizations are 
able to write multiple applications to 
the card, allowing them to be used by 
more than one system and retaining 
the flexibility of adding new applica-
tions in the future.
To make the transition to new card 
technology easier, installing multi-
tech readers allows hospitals to 
migrate their staff to one standard 
credential over a period of time. 
For instance, hospital administra-
tors may transition everyone from a 

magnetic stripe or proximity system 
to a smart card credential this year 
but plan to upgrade to a Near-Field 
Communication (or NFC) technology 
that would allow staff the conve-
nience of gaining access through their 
smartphones in the next five years. 
Multi-tech readers would eliminate 
the expense and hassle of reinstalling 
new readers throughout the facility, 
effectively serving as a bridge that 
allows users to transition seamlessly 
from one access credential to the next. 
Consolidation of access control cre-
dentials allows hospitals and health-
care systems to increase security and 
staff efficiency. It also enables health-
care facility managers to have more 
control over their openings.

wireless access control
Increasing demand for healthcare 
services located more conveniently 
to where people live has resulted in a 
boom in medical office buildings (or 

physician using his 
phone as a credential
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MOBs). These can vary in size from 
a small, single-story building with 
just two or three offices to enormous, 
multi-story buildings with suites 
rented by a collection of different spe-
cialists. With more freedom and lower 
overhead costs, MOBs have traditional-
ly been used by medical professionals 
in private practice. However, many 
hospitals are now expanding their 
minimally or non-invasive practices 
into these types of facilities, particu-
larly in areas with a large number of 
elderly patients, who often prefer a 
smaller size building and easier access. 
Regardless of whether a medical  
facility is a small MOB with just 
two offices or located inside a full-
scale hospital occupying an entire 
city block, these facilities all contain 
expensive equipment, prescription 
drugs and confidential medical  
records that all need to be properly  
secured, and a growing number  
of these facilities are moving toward 
wireless access control solutions. 
Offering all the benefits of traditional 
hardwired systems, wireless solutions 
allow for quicker, more cost-efficient 
installations with minimal disrup-
tions. Solutions exist that use stan-
dard cylindrical door prep and can 
be installed in minutes with nothing 
more than a Phillips screwdriver. 
Eliminating the need to drill holes, 
run wires and install additional com-
ponents makes wireless systems an 
ideal choice for offices, older historical 
buildings, patient areas or any open-
ing that would otherwise be difficult 
and costly to hardwire. And some 
choices provide a variety of ways to 
manage users. So whether the hospital 
wants to maintain control of all the 
access points or a property manager 
wants to give that control to the indi-
vidual tenants, there’s an option that 
fits everyone’s needs.

conclusion
Ensuring the safety and security of 
occupants is the foremost concern in 
any building, but perhaps nowhere 
more so than in hospitals. In a facil-
ity where lives literally hang in the 

balance, it is particularly important 
that every door and every piece of 
hardware be manufactured, specified 
and installed with an eye toward 
protecting the lives of those who will 
come in contact with them each day. 
Whether it’s helping a patient recover 
with a good night’s sleep or ensuring 
that they’re kept safe from themselves 

or others, it’s clear that the architectur-
al openings industry has a vital role to 
play in the improvement of hospitals 
and healthcare facilities. 

ann tiMMe is Marketing Manager,  
Healthcare, for Allegion. She can be reached  
at Anne.Timme@allegion.com.

EMLOCKS
STRIKES
Any door, any frame style
Whether it’s an interior or perimeter door,  
a mechanical mortise, cylindrical lockset or exit device, there’s an SDC 
EMLock® or Electric Strike solution compatible with the most rigorous 
building, fire life safety and access control  
security systems in the world.
For details and specifications: SDCSecurity.com/TriedTrue

SDCSecurity.com  •  800.413.8783  •  service@sdcsecurity.com

the lock behind the system
Security Door ControlsA v a i l a b l e  a t

®

Grade 1

Field Upgradeable

Low Energy Options

Quick Mount Assembly

Perimeter Security to Traf�c Control

Auto-Sensing Dual Voltage  
12/24VDC

Lifetime Warranty

Retro�t Prep Ready

Cylindrical/Mortise Locksets

No Power Regulator Required

Reversible Failsafe  
or Failsecure

Corrosion Resistant  
Stainless Steel

EMLocks® UniFLex® Strikes

H H C., I.
909.629.5301 - David Wolfe
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“I’m thankful to DHI for their hard 
work in preparing these classes. 
The educational training that DHI 
offers is so valuable to me as a 
door geek. The instructors are 
helpful and knowledgeable and 
really want everyone to succeed. 
There is so much support that you 
can step back and take a breath 
and ask for help where needed.” 

anGela pluM 

with the help of industry partners who 
have provided samples, classes move from 
concepts to understanding, with students able 
to see and touch the building components to 
see how the components work and interact.

sample products shown in cor120,  
Door & Frame applications

DHi completes successful 
2015 spring school

DHi's recent spring school at the national 
Conference Center in Landsdowne, Va., drew more than 
190 students for a week of industry-specific education.

"With the help of our industry partners and volunteer 
instructors, we continue to improve the educational 
offerings, staying current with the needs and technology 
used in our industry," says Ann McCrady, M.Ed., CPL, 
Director of Education for DHI. "Students also help the 
organization, and themselves, with networking and 
feedback on topics and preferred methods for learning. 
It's a continuous improvement process for us all."

If you missed out on this learning opportunity, DHI's  
Fall Technical Schools will be held in Scottsdale, Ariz., 
and Calgary, AB, both in october. 
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Paul G. baillargeon, ahC, fdai

jeffrey S. batick, fdai

Mark W. Chester, ahC 
2014 Recipient RoSI* Award  |  5 years

Greg drake, ahC, fdai, CSi

david R. Gale, ehC

Lee a. Garver, dahC, fdhi 
2014 Recipient RoSI Award  |  25 years

jason P. Gehrs, ahC, fdai

andy Geremia (iCiT)

Patricia j. hardbower, ahC/CdC

j. Philip henk, ahC, fdai 
2015 Recipient RoSI Award  |  10 years

Mary hinton, ahC

Russell hooker, aOC, fdai

Sarah Russell Melluso, CiL 
2015 Recipient RoSI Award  |  15 years

keith e. Pardoe, dahC/CdC, fdai, CdT 
2014 Recipient RoSI Award  |  20 years 

david Pedreira, aOC, fdai, CSi, CdT

jerry Rice, fdai, CSi, CCCa, Leed

Robert Schnarr

Roslyn Shender, ahC/CdC 
2014 Recipient RoSI Award  |  10 years

Mark Sorrenti, ehC 
2014 Recipient RoSI Award  |  15 years

j. Patrick Stewart, ahC/ehC 
2014 Recipient RoSI Award  |  5 years

John Hamilton, AHC, EHC, who was not in attendance, received a 2015 ROSI Award for 15 years of service.
* Recognition of Outstanding Service and Involvement

Thank you 2015 Spring School instructors!

students in the 
eHc410, electronic 
access control/
electrified Hardware 
installation and 
troubleshooting, 
course obtain hands-
on experience in 
making it work.

“DHI has been a place 
for me to come to 
learn and grow in my 
industry. These are 
things that would have 
been hard to do on my 
own with my hectic 
schedule. Here I can 
focus and retain things 
better. It’s a great place 
to make lifelong friends 
and network.” 

reina Martin
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“Being in this environment where everyone 
is striving for excellence in the door and 
hardware industry is so energizing!” 

MaisHa GilyarD

Be a part of CoNEXTions in 2016.

Educational sessions. 100+ exhibitors. Unscripted peer-to-peer 
networking. CoNEXTions has the resources and the faces you need 
to reach customers, inspire your team, and grow your business.

Join DHI May 4-6, 2016, in Orlando.

May 4-6, 2016

WHERE SHOULD YOU BE?

2016 ORLANDO

ORLANDO.

SAVE THE DATE! 
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K

Final_ad.pdf   1   4/2/15   10:00 AM

“I love 
DHI!” 

JaMes Bair

“A great learning tool that will open many doors 
in the industry.” 

Brittney Janoski NEW STuDENT, FIRST-TIMER AT THE SCHooL

“DHi training makes all 
the difference between 
customary practices in your 
local area versus doing 
things the right way, keeping 
people and property secure, 
and even saving lives when 
applied per all applicable 
codes and standards.”

VirGil stutts

1: cor120, Door & Frame 
applications, had more 

than 50 students learning 
the fundamentals of doors 

and frames.

2: paul Baillargeon, aHc, 
FDai (right), DHi's Director, 

technical consultant and 
a spring school instructor, 
made it a family affair with 

his brother Guy Baillargeon 
(center) and son aaron 

Baillargeon (left).

3: Beyond wiring, students 
also had to troubleshoot 

their boards to make them 
work during eHc410.

1

2

3
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as buildings get built faster and with less costly 
methods, the walls that receive door frames tend 
to get constructed of lighter materials and are 
less structurally durable in nature. The days of 
constructing buildings of brick and mortar or 
wood studs with wood sheathing are disappear-
ing. With these changes, the door and hardware 
industry must look at what buildings are made 
of that will be asked to support our door frames.
Exterior insulation and finish systems (EFS),  
synthetic stucco, or Dryvit, as it is called in in 
some parts of the country, allow architects to 
have great latitude with their designs and are  
a cost-effective finish to cover or dress up many 
types of old or dissimilar surfaces, and it is used 
in new construction as well. The problem for  
the door and frame industry is that it does not  
provide a substantial structure on which  
to anchor a door frame. 
As an example, a large cinema chain built a new 
multiplex theater a few years ago, and the build-
ing used EFS that was one foot thick around the 
door openings. This means that the door frames 
had to fasten to an area where there were 12 
inches of Styrofoam covered in stucco.
The architect should have provided blocking 
details on the drawings, and/or the general con-
tractor should have known to put blocking at the 
door locations, even when there was no detail or 
direction to do it. However, the architect did not 

draw or call out a blocking detail on the plans, 
and the construction manager who built the cin-
ema followed the plans as they were drawn.
When the door contractor was asked to install the 
doors, and the fastening problem was realized, 
the thought process went something like this: 
"These are emergency exit doors from the theater; 
they will never get used. We don't really need 
to rip out that finished stucco to get blocking in 
place. Just square them up with shims, and caulk 
them in place”—which is exactly what they did.
That worked until the first windy day, when the 
theater opened the exit doors, and they literally 
blew off the building, taking the frame and the 
pieces of stucco they were caulked to with them 
as they slid across the parking lot.
When the wall structure that a door frame is 
adhered to is less than desirable, you have to 
distribute the weight of the door over a larger 
area than just a few fasteners. Think of spread-
ing out the door frame fasteners to distribute the 
load on the fasteners the same way you put on 
snowshoes to walk in the woods after a snow-
fall. A larger area of contact means less stress or 
pressure on specific points.
When fastening conditions are poor, consider 
using a slip-fit three-piece frame and wrapping 
the opening in pressure-treated wood blocking. 
This wood blocking can be secured to the studs or 
whatever else presents itself in the rough opening. 

In Pursuit of 

the Weak Link
S e C u R I n g  F R A M e S  I n  L e S S -T H A n -S e C u R e  WA L L  O P e n I n g S

this article is the 
third in a multi-

part series about 
door and frame 

assembly failures.

By paul Goldense, FDai
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Installers should take advantage of 
anything and everything that will 
accept a fastener. Ready-made galva-
nized framing clips will secure the 
pressure-treated wood blocking to 
the floor and also will attach the jamb 
blocking to the head blocking. Tying 
all the blocking together uniformly 
distributes the load of the door frame 
and asks less of each fastener when 
the wind blows or some teenager 
opens the panic bar with his foot and 
not his hands.
When you are faced with a thick layer 
of Styrofoam insulation and stucco skin 
on an opening, wrap the opening with 
pressure-treated lumber, and extend 
that blocking out over the Styrofoam 
backing so that the door can attain the 
maximum swing possible without hit-
ting the stucco skin and fracturing it. 
This same solution is also a good alter-
native when using opening anchors 
in a block wall that is being cut for a 
door frame in the field. Existing wall 
anchors work great if there is actually 

wall structure to anchor into at the 
location where someone drilled the 
anchors at the factory. Most field in-
stallers will tell you that winning the 
lottery has better odds than a sleeve 
anchor actually hitting something 
solid in the field at a factory-dimpled 
location on a field-cut opening.
When a building has a brick veneer 
with an air space and insulation over 
the interior metal studs or concrete 
block, the existing wall anchors, 
which are normally dimpled in the 
middle of the frame, are usually 
aligned with the air space or the rigid 
insulation between the brick veneer 
and the actual inner building struc-
ture. When we remove these frames 
after they have failed, we usually find 
a piece of 2x4 wedged into the air 
space or insulation cavity by the door 
installer so that there was something 
to fasten the frame to. 
Write a letter, and go on record when 
there is no good detail on the plans for 
securing the door frames. 

The doors, frames and hardware we 
sell and are asked to warranty are 
only as good as the walls they are 
fastened to. Not all the door and frame 
problems our industry members are 
asked to tackle are due to actual door, 
frame and hardware problems. 
The next article in this series will deal 
with some architectural details that 
guarantee door and frame failure. 

paul GolDense, 
FDai, is President and 
Founder of Goldense 
Building Products, Inc., 
a full-service distributor 
specializing in the end-
user market. He holds a 
structural engineering 
degree from WPI and 
has 35 years of experi-

ence in the openings industry. Paul’s consulting 
firm, Goldense openings Solutions, performs 
product failure analysis, product development, 
and professional witness services for the open-
ings and security industries. He can be reached 
at Paul@goldensebuildingproducts.com or  
Paul@goldenseopeningssolutions.com.

Your People ARE Your Business!
Assessment information helps you make better decisions by:

• Reducing turnover costs and making more informed decisions about 
employees.

• Learning who is a high-risk hire and who is the right fi t.

• Helping to improve relationships and improve productivity!

Full suite of assessments available. 

DHI corporate members can try one free assessment today!
Each organization can choose one person to take a complimentary Profi les 
Performance Indicator (PPI).

Limited time only.

nsurance & Discount Benefits

Contact Michael Derrick, The Partner Group, at mike@thepartnergroup.com or 847-732-9001.
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Real Openings

Mean Means of egress
By Mark J. Berger

In 1996, oSHA proposed revising Subpart E of Part 1910, 
Means of Egress, simplifying the language of the section 
and rewriting terminology into plain English. Here’s how 
they put it:

“The purpose of this revision is to rewrite the existing 
requirements of Subpart E in plain English so they will 
be more understandable to employers, employees, 
and others who use them. This revision does not 
in any way change the regulatory obligations of 
employers or the safety and health protections 
provided to employees. To further the plain English 
goal, OSHA is also proposing to change the name of 
Subpart E from ‘Means of Egress’ to ‘Exit Routes.’”

Plain English? What were they thinking? Creating  
a document that a business owner could understand  
and honor? 

Here are more of their goals:

“OSHA hopes to achieve three goals in this proposal:

•	 To	maintain	the	safety	and	health	protections	
provided to employees by Subpart E without 
increasing the regulatory burden on employers

•	 To	create	a	regulation	that	is	easily	understood

•	 To	state	employers’	obligations	in	performance- 
oriented language to the extent possible.”

I could not find any record of oSHA adopting this plain 
language. If anyone has knowledge of this, please let me 
know. As far as I can research, the Standards Improvement 
Project was still an ongoing process in 2012.

The photos that follow are examples of why plain English 
is important. Maybe then business owners will under-
stand how to keep an exit route free and clear.

DressinG rooM exit
Living in New York City exposes me to many 
different types of exits. Remember the song 
“Tonight” from West Side Story? It was inspired 
by the balcony scene in Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet, except in New York City, a balcony  
is a fire escape. 

Fire escapes are accessed by windows in the 
older buildings, and as a result, the windows 
are a security hazard. NYC has stringent codes 
for approved gates to be used on these win-
dows, but they are specifically designed for 
residential applications, as per the multiple 
dwelling code. They are not permitted as a 
means of egress in a retail establishment.

At first I followed the exit sign, and it led me to 
a dressing room door. I waited patiently for the 
patron to leave the dressing stall, and when 
the door opened, I could clearly see that there 
was no secondary means of egress in the stall.

So I looked at the exit again and realized that 
the window grills were intended to be the 
exit—except that’s not legal for retail establish-
ments. And this was the first floor—no balcony. 
Clearly an exit door should replace a window.
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unlit exit siGn
There was indeed a pair of doors 
under this exit sign, but the sign 
appears to have been painted 
over, and very little of the red sign 
lighting is visible. There aren’t any 
exit devices on the door, and both 
doors are sealed by the deadbolt in 
the bottom rail. had you been able 
to open the door, you would have 
hit the black planters. 

So no exit, left or right.

leFt or riGHt
Many retail establishments are combined storefronts. 

Here the exit sign is mounted on what would have been 
the dividing wall between two separate stores. They 

have been combined for this furniture retailer.

I followed the sign in both directions. To the right was 
a completely sealed room (you can see the solid wall 

in the background). Absolutely no exit. A storefront 
window was visible on the left, so I had hopes of finding 

at least one exit. There was even a sign above the exit 
door, but it was unlit. See the next set of photos.

taBles in anD out
Winter refused to depart New York before the end of April this year, 

so many restaurants that had hoped to have outdoor seating were 
out of luck. Also out of luck were the diners in this restaurant, as the 

exit door was blocked by an unused table. But they wouldn’t have 
been able to get to the door without knocking over the people 

seated at the table on the inside that was also blocking the door.
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Bus station
Most people associate the term bussing to the integration plans of 
the late 1960s and 1970s. In a restaurant, it is the art of cleaning a 

table. The supplies for setting the table are kept in the bus station, 
and there are bins for dirty dishes and debris.

Prior to entering the restaurant, I could see that there was going 
to be trouble. Having been a bus boy, I know what a bus station 

looks like from the front or, in this instance, visible through the glass 
doors, from the rear. Sure enough, upon entering the restaurant, the 

offending blockage was easy to see. The exit sign was clear and lit 
above the door, and if you look to the right of the bus station, you 

can see a little of the exit device.

BaBy, its colD outsiDe
This table and exit door are in one of New 
York City’s oldest pizzerias. It claims to be the 
first, but so do about three or four others. The 
restaurant has expanded nicely and has taken 
over space in several adjoining buildings while 
retaining the original entrance and location. 
This section is on the second floor and is actu-
ally above the kitchen and pizza ovens.

This was a particularly cold winter with strong 
winds. I guess the door was not quite up to 
the task of keeping out the draft, so in order to provide comfort to 
the diners, the restaurant decided to provide a layer of weather-
proofing with a full-size plastic sheet taped in place. You can even 
see the wind stretching it.

Had you gotten past this obstruction, it would not have done you 
much good. Note the bicycle that is visible through the window. 
The back of the bicycle has to be blocking the door.

The images shown here are 
not intended to reflect upon 
any specific manufacturer or 
products but are intended to 
help build awareness around 
the everyday code violations 
that occur in buildings over 
time, despite our members’ best 
efforts to provide solutions to 
secure the life safety and security 
of the building occupants.

Mark BerGer is the President 
and Chief Product officer of 
Securitech Group, as well as the 
chair of the Builders Hardware 
Manufacturers Association Codes & 
Government Affairs Committee. All 
"Real openings" photos have been 
taken in public spaces with the 
goal of highlighting the prevalence 
of code violations and the need for 
vigilance to save lives. If you see 
something, say something.
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Let Allstate Benefi ts help you unlock your benefi t potential through 
the addition of supplemental Accident and Critical Illness insurance, 
plus Universal Life insurance.

A door o� ers safety, security 
and protection from the 
outside world.  

Wouldn’t you expect the 
same from your benefi ts?  

Accident and Critical Illness coverage is Limited 
Benefi t Insurance. Coverage is provided by policy 
GVAP2, GVCIP2, GUL22 or state variations 
thereof, and has limitations and exclusions. For 
full details of the coverage, including cost, contact 
your Allstate Benefi ts representative. Allstate 
Benefits is the marketing name used by
American Heritage Life Insurance Company 
(Home O�  ce, Jacksonville, FL), a subsidiary of
The Allstate Corporation. 

©2015 Allstate Insurance Company 
www.allstate.com or allstatebenefi ts.com.

You can’t always know what you or a loved one might face each time you walk 

out the front door and experience life. Maybe you and your children live an active 

lifestyle and could suffer an injury that results in medical attention. Or, what if 

your family lost you and your income. Would they be fi nancially protected? What 

if you or a family member were diagnosed with a terminal illness and had to be 

hospitalized for treatments. How would you pay the bills and still have money left 

over to continue your same standard of living?

That’s where our benefits can help. Our coverage can provide cash benefits to 

help you pay for the out-of-pocket expenses associated with injuries, illness or death, 

and allow you to maintain your active lifestyle, provide for your family, and still 

cover the expenses of treatment.  

This valuable benefi t of DHI membership is available to employees of corporate 
members, as well as individual members as of January 1, 2015. Contact 
DHI-Insurance@rdward.com or 877-310-4949 for details.

To learn more, please go to:
www.allstatevoluntary.com/dhi
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smoke barriers are designed and constructed 
to restrict the movement of smoke and are used 
to subdivide a building into smaller smoke 
compartments. In healthcare facilities, patients 
can be moved from one smoke compartment to 
another to be protected by the smoke barrier 
until they are able to be evacuated.
The International Building Code (IBC) requires 
smoke barriers to have a one-hour fire-resis-
tance rating, with the exception of steel smoke 
barriers in Group I-3 buildings (detention and 
correctional occupancies). According to the 
IBC table entitled “Opening Fire Protection 
Assemblies, Ratings, and Markings” (Table 
716.5 in the 2015 edition), a one-hour smoke 
barrier is required to have a 20-minute-rated 
door, which is tested and certified to provide 
protection for a minimum of 20 minutes.
There is an IBC exception regarding smoke 
barrier doors that has to be one of the most 
confusing and widely debated door-related sec-
tions in the code. In the 2015 edition, Section 
709.5 Exception 1 exempts smoke barrier 
doors in some healthcare occupancies from 
the requirements that apply to smoke barriers 
in other locations. The occupancies in the 
exception are Group I-1 Condition 2 (buildings 
where there are people receiving care who 
require limited verbal or physical assistance in 
order to evacuate), Group I-2 (including hos-
pitals, nursing homes, psychiatric hospitals, 
foster care facilities, and detox facilities), and 
ambulatory care facilities. These occupancy 
types were modified in the 2015 edition.
In these locations, smoke barrier doors are 
not required to be fire door assemblies. The 

exemption from the fire rating applies to pairs 
of “opposite-swinging doors” installed across 
a corridor—commonly called double-egress 
pairs. The 2015 edition of the IBC clearly states 
that these doors are not required to be pro-
tected in accordance with Section 716. In other 
words, they are not required to be opening 
protectives, also known as fire door assemblies. 
Previous editions of the IBC did not specifi-
cally state this.
The doors are required to be automatic-closing, 
actuated by smoke detection, and “close fitting 
within operational tolerances.” Louvers, grilles 
and center mullions are not allowed, and under-
cuts are limited to ¾ inch. The frame must have 
stops at the head and jambs, and the doors must 
have astragals at the meeting edges or rabbeted 
meeting stiles to help slow the spread of smoke. 
These doors are also required to have a vision 
panel with fire-protection-rated glazing in 
fire-protection-rated frames.
By adding the requirements related to clear-
ances, glazing, and automatic-closing devices, 
the code has taken a door without a fire label 
and turned it into a door that likely will 
behave like a 20-minute door. And what about 
positive latching, which is a requirement for 
fire doors? The 2003 and 2006 editions of the 
IBC specifically state in this section: “Positive-
latching devices are not required.” In the 
2009 edition, this was changed to: “Where 
permitted by the door manufacturer’s listing, 
positive-latching devices are not required.” But 
if these doors are not fire-rated, what “listing” 
is the code referring to? This section also limits 
the glazing: “the area of which shall not exceed 
that tested.” Again, what test? 

Double-egress pairs in  
a Healthcare occupancy

By lori Greene, aHc/cDc, FDai, FDHi, ccpr
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smoke barrier doors in certain healthcare facilities are addressed by an exception in the 
iBc, which allows non-fire-rated assemblies but mandates certain qualities to help ensure 
protection of the patients.

The 2015 edition of NFPA 101 requires 
doors in this location to be “substantial 
doors, such as nonrated 1¾-inch thick, 
solid-bonded wood-core doors, or shall 
be of construction that resists fire for 
a minimum of 20 minutes.” Other 
requirements include the following:
 Protective plates of any size 

without a listing are permitted.
 A pair of swinging doors or a 

horizontally sliding accordion 
door or folding door assembly 
may be used.

 Swinging doors must be double- 
egress pairs—each leaf swinging 
in the opposite direction.

 The minimum clear width of 
swinging doors ranges from 32 
inches for a 6-foot corridor to  
41½ inches for an 8-foot corridor 
(consult NFPA 101 for sliding  
door requirements).

 Clearance at the bottom of  
the door is limited to ¾ inch.

 A single door is allowed if the 
door is not in a required means  
of egress from a healthcare space.

 Doors must be self-closing  
or automatic-closing.

 Latching hardware is not required.
 Head and jamb stops are required 

on the frame.
 The meeting edges must be  

rabbeted, beveled or equipped 
with astragals.

 Center mullions are prohibited.
 Vision panels are required,  

consisting of fire-rated glazing  
in approved frames, with the 
bottom of at least one vision panel 
in each leaf at a maximum height 
of 43 inches above the floor.

While NFPA 101 is clearer and does 
not include some of the conflicting 
language that is currently in the IBC, 

questions remain. Why are healthcare 
occupancies exempt from the require-
ments for 20-minute doors and pos-
itive latching that must be supplied 
for openings in other smoke barrier 
locations? Why do the codes remove 
the requirement for a label and then 
describe almost all of the require-
ments for a fire door assembly? 
A healthcare occupancy is a location 
where the protection of a fire door 
assembly is most needed, as many 
occupants may not be able to evacuate. 
Latching hardware is readily available 
that can interface with the fire alarm 
to provide convenience under normal 
operation and latch automatically 
upon fire alarm actuation. 

A change proposal has been sub-
mitted for the 2018 edition of the IBC 
that would bring back the rating and 
latching requirements, so we’ll see 
how this plays out during the code 
development hearings. For now, labels 
and latches are not required to meet 
the IBC and NFPA 101 requirements. 

lori Greene,  
aHc/cDc, FDai,  
FDHi, ccpr, is the 
Manager of Codes and 
Resources for Allegion. 
She can be reached at  
Lori.Greene@allegion.com 
or iDigHardware.com.
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it’s not the scheme 
you run; it’s the 
players on the Field

Part 1 of 2

in times of prosperity such as we are experiencing  
now, many companies turn their thoughts 
toward enlarging their base of operation. 
Growth through geographic expansion is 
attractive, and there is market share to be 
taken. Sadly, many companies fail to reach 
their potential due to a lack of promotable 
bench employees. 
In a recent conversation with a long-time client, 
the client and I realized that his number-one 
barrier to growth was the learning curve 
required to understand his business. To realize 
his potential, his company will have to invest 
in recruitment, retention and education like 
never before. 

During this same coaching session, this 
client shared an interesting story. A friend of 
his was an assistant coach for a well-known 
college football program in the late 1970s. 
They had fallen on hard times and needed 
some answers to help them turn the program 
around. The head coach decided to seek 
council with the best in the business—famed 
college football legend Bear Bryant. The two 
were granted an audience with The Bear and 
headed down to Tuscaloosa. 
As the story goes, the two sat down in Coach 
Bryant’s office and exchanged pleasantries for 
a bit. Not one for idle chitchat, The Bear asked 
his two visitors to get on with it. The head 

By Jason Bader

Photo Credit: @iStock.com | KeithBishop

Shelf Life
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coach started into questions about the various 
schemes Alabama was known for. 
“So, Coach, you all run a 4-3 defense. I mean, 
how is it that you all just shut down offenses?” 
Coach Bryant responded with something like, 
“Well, yeah, we run that defense pretty well 
and have had a lot of success, but we have some 
really great players who can go after the ball.” 
The head coach went on and talked about dif-
ferent offensive schemes, with Coach Bryant 
giving short answers like, “We’ve had a lot 
of success running that, but we recruit some 
really talented athletes.” And the visiting 
head coach kept on peppering The Bear with 
questions about blocking and formations 
while receiving short answers about players 
and talent. 
Finally, Coach Bryant had enough. He cut the 
head coach off and said, “Are you two the 
dumbest [expletives] on the planet? You come 
down to my office, ask for my help, and don’t 
listen to a thing I am saying! Look, it doesn’t 
matter what scheme we run. We win football 
games because we recruit the best and put the 
most talented players on the field, period.” 

structuring a Distribution company
Being in the consulting field, I get a lot of ques-
tions on how to structure a distribution com-
pany. I have worked with companies that go 
to market primarily through outside sales rep-
resentation. In this scheme, the most talented 
players tend to be in the field. I have worked 
with companies who have a much more dom-
inate inside sales team. They believe that the 
talent pool should be in a position to maximize 
interactions with the customer. 
Web-based companies believe that the user 
experience is where the talent should lie. 
Some distributors cater to a walk-in trade, 
while others do a majority of their business 
through the back door. Some companies 
deliver their own products, while others  
rely on common carriers. 
All of these successful operating schemes have 
one thing in common: good people. Regardless 

all of these successful operating schemes have one thing in common: 
good people. Regardless of the scheme you choose, your ability to succeed 
will be hampered if you have a lack of talented, loyal, well-trained people.

of the scheme you choose, your ability to suc-
ceed will be hampered if you have a lack of 
talented, loyal, well-trained people. 

recruiting equals selling
Improving your pool of talented employees 
begins with recruiting. This is really a selling 
job, and if there is one thing distributors 
know how to do, it’s sell. Managing their 
money? Not so much. 
If distributors are these great selling machines, 
why are they so lousy at recruiting? First, they 
don’t see the recruiting process as a full-time 
endeavor. They tend to start looking when they 
have a vacancy. Talent doesn’t wait for a posi-
tion to open up at your company. Successful 

www.ambico.com

SPECIALIZED
DOORS & FRAMES 
FOR HEALTH CARE 
ENVIRONMENTS

Acoustic • Bullet Resistant
Lead Lined • Security

Stainless Steel • Radio Frequency
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companies recruit year round. Just because 
you engage with talented prospects does not 
mean that you are required to hire them. 
Maintaining a relationship with these pros-
pects will make it easier to bring someone in 
should the need arise. And as you all know, it 
is an uncomfortable feeling to be held hostage 
by someone you want to get rid of but simply 
can’t because you don’t have anyone to backfill. 
Although you don’t have to hire a strong pros-
pect upon first meeting him or her, you might 
not want to let a good one get away. If the 
person appears to fit the culture of your com-
pany, challenge yourself to make a slot. Again, 
it’s all about the people.

identify your Value proposition
The other reason that most distributors have 
a difficult time recruiting is that they have 
not identified their value proposition. What 
unique offering do you present to the candi-
date? Remember, this is a sales function. Many 
distributors spend a great deal of time working 
on a value proposition to their customers in the 
supply chain. They know what services they 
offer and have found a myriad ways to sell 
value. This really isn’t different; the focus has 
just changed. 
Creating a value proposition requires iden-
tifying the reasons a candidate should work 
for your company versus another. You can 
start with the basics. List the benefits, such as 
insurance, retirement account offerings and a 
competitive wage. Once tangible benefits are 
identified, then the real challenge begins. How 
do you articulate culture or environment? 
Rather than guessing, ask the people who work 
for you. Simply put, why do they come to work 
every day? Once you get past some of the flip 
answers about a paycheck, I suspect that you 
will discover several reasons that will become 
key points in your value proposition. 
I have always believed that a defined pro-
gression or opportunity for advancement is a 

strong selling point for any organization. How 
do most people advance in your company? Are 
there any dead-end positions? What is the level 
of satisfaction in these positions? Without the 
ability to advance, these positions can become 
a cancer in your company. Having a well-de-
fined progression for advancement and a solid 
employee development program will make 
your company stand out from the pack. 
When you are ready to put your value prop-
osition to work, it’s time to go after the best 
candidates possible. Create the best pitch for 
your organization. You may only have one 
shot to get someone to look at your company. 
Remember, the best candidates may already 
have a job. They usually do. With these candi-
dates, your pitch changes a bit. Your mission is 
to create unease. 
Now that may sound a little counterintuitive 
to all of my previous suggestions. The unease 
I speak of is doubt. After the pitch, you are 
hoping to create a seed of doubt that your 
prospect’s current situation isn’t as great as 
he or she once thought. There just might be a 
greener pasture out there. Furthermore, your 
company might have the acreage. 
In part two of this article, I’ll explore retention 
and education programs designed to develop 
the talent you have just recruited or currently 
possess in the organization. Whether you run 
the spread, the pistol or the eye, you will never 
be successful if you don’t have the best players 
on the field. 

Jason BaDer is the Managing 
Partner of The Distribution Team, a 
firm that specializes in helping dis-
tributors become more profitable 
through strategic planning and 
operating efficiencies. He is a reg-
ular speaker at industry events and 
spends much of his time coaching 
individual distribution companies.  

He can be reached at Jason@Distributionteam.com or go 
to www.thedistributionteam.com. 

The other reason that most distributors have 
a difficult time recruiting is that they have not 
identified their value proposition. What unique 
offering do you present to the candidate?
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DHI o� ers this valuable corporate member bene� t to focus on one 
of members’ most signi� cant problems: credit and collections

Altus Global Trade Solutions
Altus Global Trade Solutions is a full-service collection agency that provides 
DHI members with a powerful infrastructure, sound business ethics and strong 
investigative experience. These services can be tailored to each member’s 
needs to help control past due accounts, both domestic and international.

About Altus
Altus is a global provider of credit insurance and credit management solutions, 
serving 135,000 companies in over 90 countries. For more information on our 
products and services, please contact us.

nsurance & Discount Benefits

Monique Alexander
Partnership Director 
1101 Southeast Tech Center Dr. 
Suite 115
Vancouver, WA 98683

Tel: (360) 906-8022, ext 2212
Toll Free: (800) 318-6494
Fax: (360) 597-0657
Email: moniquealexander@trustaltus.com

www.TrustAltus.com

Want Collection Costs in the Single Digits? 
Over half of all delinquent customers and over half of 
every dollar placed into our Pre collections program, 
CARE, is recovered without the need for collections 
and at an AVERAGE COST OF LESS THAN 1%!

FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES 
CAPITALIZE ON CARE
Our customers are reaping the 
bene�ts of CARE because it allows 
them to:

•   Maintain healthy customer     
    relationships throughout the 
    debt recovery process.

•   Improve e�ectiveness of 
     internal sta�.

•   Reduce DSO.

•   Increase debt liquidation rates.

•   Cut recovery costs in HALF!

THE NUMBERS SPEAK
 FOR THEMSELVES

CARE Results over last three years:
PLACED:                                 $136,601,478

RESOLVED:                               $74,336,095

ACCOUNTS RESOLVED:                        57%

CLIENT RECOVERY COST:  $531,896 (.7 %)

Cut recovery cost in HALF!

(800) 509-6060 
www.TrustAltus.com



Impact

If you have a great 
quote or a fun fact 
to share about DHI 
and its impact on 
our industry, send it 
to Denise gable at  
dgable@dhi.org.

12,000+ 
hours of instruction 
offered during the week

2015 Dhi 
sPrinG school
APriL 12-19, 2015

national Conference Center
Landsdowne, Virginia

191

500 
TExTBOOkS 

uSEd

NuMBEr Of STudENTS

180+  
years of experience 
of instructors

Meals served to DHI students

number of openings 
in the national 
Conference Center

2,000+ 

  = 1 STUDENT

furTHEST TrAvELEd:

7,189 miles (Dubai to Virginia)

STudENTS cAME frOM 
MOrE THAN 20 stAtes 
ANd 4 countries.
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Classified

DASH DooR IS CuRRENTLY SEEKING QuALIFIED  
APPLICANTS FoR THE FoLLoWING PoSITIoN:

Contract door & hardware  
estimator / Project Manager

successFul applicants will:

• Manage project from esti-
mating / bidding, detailing, 
product purchasing, delivery 
/ install scheduling and 
construction administration

• Have a minimum of 7  
years of similar experience  
in the industry

• Develop and maintain rela-
tionships with local general 
contractors and end-users

• Maintain product knowledge 
of current and prospective 
vendors / manufacturers

• Coordinate with Dash Door 
installation teams as required 
on furnish & install projects

• Be proficient in MS Office 
Suite in communication / 
development of documents

• Prepare submittals for approval

• Have knowledge of South 
Florida Hurricane Product 
Approval requirements 

• Have ability to communicate 
with other Dash Door depart-
ment staff to coordinate Access 
Control, Automatic Door, 
Contract Door & Hardware, 
and/or Glass & Glazing 
scopes (our goal is a complete 
package with a Value Added 
customer experience).

• Reside in South Florida and 
be able to work at our office 
location in Miami

contract Door & HarDware applicant will:

• Be preferred to have knowl-
edge of Comsense software  
for estimating / submittals 
and project management

• Have knowledge of hollow 
metal, wood doors and  
door hardware products

Glass & GlazinG applicant will:

• Have knowledge of glass 
and glazing products (fixed 
glazing, aluminum and glass 
storefront doors,  
interior glass partitions)

• Have successful track record 
of completed interior and 
exterior glazing projects

• Have experience and 
knowledge with respect to 
Miami-Dade Hurricane NOA 
products / approvals and 
their use in the South Florida 
construction market

BeneFits:

• Competitive Compensation 
commensurate with 
experience

• Cell Phone

• Auto Allowance

• Paid Vacation/Holidays

• Company Paid Health 
Insurance Benefits

• Company 401(k) (minimum 
3% employer contribution 
made – no matching  
requirement to employee)

• Year-End Bonus Program

Prospective candidates may call Steve Sanko for additional  
information (786-382-6501).

Submit resumes to: Steven Sanko, PE Email:  resumes@dashdoor.com. 
Please visit our website at www.dashdoor.com
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when was the last time you learned something 
new? Was it something that you needed to 
learn (like to earn a credential to qualify for 
a job) or something that you wanted to learn 
because you could see the benefit of it in 
your current job (understanding how to order 
hardware based on a specification to limit 
restocking fees)? 
I have many years of formal education, but one 
of the more motivating things for me is the 
ability to continue to learn. Since I have all the 
educational credentials I need to do my job, 
I’m free to obtain additional learning in many 
different ways. I attend monthly DHI chapter 
meetings or the annual conference when pos-
sible for training and development, but often 
I learn by doing, reading or figuring out some 
other way so that I can teach others.
Looking back at those many years of my 
education, I’ve come to realize that I’ve also 
changed the way that I learn—from a tradi-
tional school experience/instructor-led process 
as a young child to a completely self-directed 
learning style as an adult. Some of this change 
has to do with technology. We have advanced 
to being able to get much of our information 
from the Internet, and we often access it from 
mobile devices. We not only don’t need to be  
in a classroom anymore; we don’t even need  
to be at a desk!
In 1954, with the introduction of technical 
classes under the American Society of 
Architectural Hardware Consultants, students 
took classes in an actual classroom and used 
printed manuals. Today, students still benefit 
from working with a qualified instructor and 

networking with peers in the industry, but 
they also have access to online sources that 
provide information in a variety of formats, 
including videos of materials being formed 
or hardware being installed. DHI is not quite 
where we’d like to be with the availability of 
courses and information online, but with the 
assistance of our knowledgeable members, we 
are getting closer. 
Learning is a lifelong process. If you don’t 
yet have a DHI credential, going through the 
courses provided by DHI can give you a great 
deal of knowledge. If you are already creden-
tialed, then you might continue your learning 
through the DHI webinar series, by gaining 
new credentials, by writing articles, or by 
instructing a webinar or a class at the technical 
schools. There are many ways that you can 
gain knowledge in and out of the classroom. 
Recently, nearly 200 students joined us during 
eight days of training with close to 20 volun-
teer instructors in Lansdowne, Va., and more 
than 70 students were in Montreal for the DHI 
Spring Technical Schools. This is an associa-
tion at its finest—members helping members 
learn and advance in their careers with all the 
learning options available, and more to come. 

ann MccraDy, M.eD., cpl, is 
Director of Education for DHI. She  
can be reached at amccrady@dhi.org.

the Value of DHi education
By ann Mccrady, M.ed., cpl
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Thoughts



When it comes to public buildings, it’s easy 
to take the doors and entryways for granted. 
A major challenge is that often door security 
measures can undermine human safety. It is 
critical that door assemblies provide the 
correct balance of life safety and security 
while meeting building and fi re codes.

Building codes and product standards are 
complicated. And there are thousands of 
combinations of doors and hardware. In 
fact, while doors and openings represent 
only 2% of a new facility’s average con-
struction costs, they constitute more 
than 30% of punch-list issues. That is
why it’s important to get it right the fi rst 
time, at the beginning stages of a project. 
Do not drop the ball—make sure your doors 
and entryways meet the correct standards.

Where do I fi nd the industry experts 
to strike the right balance of life 
safety and security?
Contact a DHI-certifi ed consultant!

Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC), 
Certifi ed Door Consultant (CDC), Electrifi ed 
Hardware Consultant (EHC) and Architec-
tural Openings Consultant (AOC) are the 
certifi cation designations recognized as 
marks of excellence throughout the industry. 
These professional certifi cations attest to the 
extensive knowledge of the individual and 
that he or she is a professional prepared to 
provide sound architectural door and hard-
ware specifi cation advice to architects, con-
tractors and building owners.

Managing the Balance of Life 
Safety and Security
DHI members are the only certifi ed, credentialed professionals with the experience to fi nd the right 
balance between life safety and security in the non-residential architectural openings industry.

To fi nd a DHI-Certifi ed Consultant near you, visit 
www.dhi.org/FindAProfessional or call 703/222-2010.



WE MADE 
DIANE A DOOR 
HARDWARE HERO

INFORMED. IN STOCK. IN DEPTH.

Her job at the condo site was going smoothly—until the morning 

Diane discovered 10 additional doors were added to the project. 

With the manufacturers requiring lead time to ship, Diane called 

Security Lock Distributors, who got the mortise locks delivered to 

her by the next day while carefully respecting the specs. In true 

Door Hardware Hero style, Diane got the job done on schedule.

SECURITY LOCK DISTRIBUTORS DELIVERED, 
SO DIANE COULD TOO.

The industry leader in electrical and mechanical 
door hardware solutions. 
seclock.com  |  800-847-5625
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